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PART A – PROPONENT DETAILS
1. Scope
This Environmental Effects Report (EER) provides information for the Regulator (EPA Tasmania) and
other parties to assess the proponent’s, Treloar Transport (TT), plans to intensify activities at the
Moina Quarry (lease 45M/1982). TT plans to increase production from the Moina quarry to 20,000
m3 per year. The lease is currently regulated by Environmental Protection Notice (EPN) 8822/2, which
covers the area of the mining lease 45M/1982 with an allowable extraction of 7,000m3 per annum.
The proposed operations include the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Excavation and ripping of material for crushing and screening
Blasting
Stockpiling of processed materials
Loading of trucks using an excavator or wheel loader
Transport of material by trucks

2. Proponent
Table 1 - Proponent Details

Legal entity
Trading name
Registered address
Postal address
ABN
ACN
Contact Name
Phone
Email

Kentish Construction and Engineering Co Pty Ltd
26 Claude Road, Sheffield 7306
PO Box 21, Sheffield 7306
83 009 541 986
009 541 986
John Treloar
03 6491 1686
admin@treloartransport.com.au
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PART B – PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1. Description of project
The proposal is an expansion of the current project operated under EPN 8822/2. The quarry was
purchased by TT in 2016. The geology in the quarry is mapped as a cross-bedded quartz sandstone
and is suitable for many of TT’s projects. Its close proximity to Cradle Mountain and the West Coast
have increased demand from the quarry beyond the current permitted extraction of 7,000m3. TT are
seeking approval to increase production of the level 2 activity from 7,000 m3 to 20,000m3, which will
enable TT to meet project and contact commitments into the future. It is anticipated that all this
material will require crushing or screening.
The quarrying will be a conventional drill and blast benched operation. The extraction process consists
of drilling and blasting, crushing and screening, stockpiling, load and despatch. The crusher / screen is
a mobile unit that can be positioned next to the shot rock and fed directly by the face excavator.
Typical equipment on site will be:
•
•
•
•
•

Face loader: 20t Cat excavator
Crusher: Terex mobile crusher / screen
Stockpile Loader: Cat 950
Trucks: Truck and dog combination 30t capacity
Drill: Atlas Copco F9

Blasting will be conducted on an as-needs basis, with a typical blast liberating about 10,000m3. At the
maximum proposed production rate (20,000m3), there are likely to be only be two blasts per annum.
Treloar will endeavour to minimise blasting where possible. Mine life shown in Figure 5 is around
eight to ten years, however there is scope for expansion within the lease boundary. Work initially will
be contained to the current disturbance, with further disturbance of 0.5ha required to complete the
overall project according to the mine plan.
Mineral Resources Tasmania (MRT) have requested that the mining lease be extended to the east (as
per red shaded area in Figure 3) to include disturbance which is outside the mining lease. The
disturbance outside the mining lease happened before TT took over activities at the site. TT are in the
process of applying for a new lease, which will be merged with the current lease in due course. The
extension of the mining lease will allow batters to be cut into a stable landform for progressive
rehabilitation, which is not possible within the current mining lease.
The extension to the lease includes access to the low voltage powerline (darker road in Figure 2) and
the low voltage power line easement. It is possible to have the powerline moved, however it is likely
the cost would be significant. Figure 1 (taken looking east) shows the current quarry face, with the
power easement above the quarry face, the easement has a yellow line underneath it with a pole
clearly visible. It is understood this is the power supply for Lemonthyme Lodge.
The interim mine design shown in Figure 5 shows that the current operations will aim to make the
quarry safer by laying the batters back to better meet the suggested batter angles in the QCoP. The
current operations will avoid the P. cinnamomi contaminated areas within the lease.
The final mine design is shown in Figure 6, shows the batters primarily at 37° degrees over 10m
benches with 5m berms. There is a section highlighted which has been mined outside the current
lease area, which is most suitably dozed at around 30° degrees over a 20m slope. This will enable a
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stable landform while maintaining access to the power easement and retaining the power easement
stability. It is recognised that the new mine plan and proposed dozing does include one of the areas
currently in quarantine due to the P. cinnamomi managed at the site. It is likely that this area will not
be touched until it can be sampled as clear of P. cinnamomi. This is discussed further in Part C, section
2.
The drainage to achieve the second phase of the mine plan will require a new sump of a similar (or
marginally larger size depending on rehab and open area) will need to be installed in the north western
corner of the lease once ramping down to the 725RL commences. This will necessitate a new
monitoring point if P. cinnamomi is still present on the lease, as this requires a portion of the drainage
to be directed away from the active quarry areas. If P. cinnamomi has been successfully remedied,
the drainage from above the pit can be settled on the quarry floor.
The current disturbed area is 3.5ha, with a further 0.5ha to be disturbed over the life of the project.
It is likely that more than 1.0ha of the land would be rehabilitated before the lower benches are
quarried. It is reasonable to assume that the maximum disturbed area for the life of the project would
not be more that what is currently disturbed at 3.5ha. A large portion of the disturbed area above the
quarry crest was cleared as a P. cinnamomi mitigation measure. The soil stockpiles shown in Figure 5
are the material removed during the P. cinnamomi mitigation.
The heaviest concentration of traffic from expanded production would typically be 20 truck
movements a day for several weeks over several campaigns per year.
It is proposed that operating hours will be 0700 to 1700 Monday to Friday and 0800 to 1500 on
Saturday. These are the operating times for the quarry, the trucks may travel to the site outside these
times. It is noted that in winter, a portion of these times maybe at dawn or dusk.
Explosives, fuels or chemicals will not be stored on site.
A weed and P. cinnamomi inspection of both leases was undertaken in March 2018 by Sue Jennings
of Quarry Clean. The lease is contaminated with P. cinnamomi in two areas and the site is currently
operated under the guidance of Ms Jennings. There were no declared weeds found on site, with a few
agricultural weeds detected which will be treated as part of the proposal’s weed management
program. The current proposed management for the P. cinnamomi is to maintain the areas
contaminated with no vegetation cover and maintain drainage away from the active mining areas, so
as not to contaminate saleable materials.

2. Map and Site Plan
TT are currently in the process of undertaking a partial surrender of the mining lease 45M/1982. TT
has submitted an application to extend the lease to the east to incorporate some land which was
previously disturbed. TT would like the definition of ‘The Land’ for the proposed activity to be in
accordance with Figure 2. The remainder of the plans show the mining lease as it currently is, however
an application has been submitted to MRT to partially surrender the lease.
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Figure 1 - shows the current quarry face and low voltage power line (above yellow line) which is serviced by a road behind the
pit crest. This road is shown in the site plans throughout the document. The road is not used or serviced by TT.
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Figure 2 - definition of the 'The Land' for the proposed expansion of the quarry. The roadway to the east of the active mining
area is access for the low voltage powerline suppling power to Lemonthyme Lodge
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Figure 3 - Plan showing cadastre (land tenure), residences within 1km of the mining activity, the mining lease and the
Kentish Interim Planning Scheme Zoning
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Figure 4 - Plan showing residences with distance from mining activity (not lease boundary), public land classification and
truck routes (loaded and unloaded)
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Figure 5 - Mining Plan, showing the location of the crusher, the stockpiles of final product, P. cinnamomi, the interim, mine
plan, current soil stockpiles and the mining lease extension
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Figure 6 - Mining Plan, showing the location of the crusher, the stockpiles of final product, P. cinnamomi, the final mine plan,
current soil stockpiles and the proposed mining lease extension
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Figure 7 - Plan showing live TASVEG layers mapped during the NBES field assessment, with the area inside the lease
mapped as FUM [Extra-urban miscellaneous], WDL [Eucalyptus delegatensis wet forest over Leptospermum], Western wet
scrub (SWW); and WNL [Eucalyptus nitida wet forest over Leptospermum]
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3. Project Area
3.1. LOCATION DESCRIPTION
The Moina quarry is on the south west facing slope of an unnamed hill. The lease borders Cradle
Mountain Road and is intersected by Dolcoath Road. The quarry is two kilometres from the township
of Moina and 60 kilometres south west of Devonport. The site slopes away to the west with all
drainage reporting to Bismuth Creek, which discharges to Lake Gardiner.
There are no wetlands in the vicinity of the lease. The TASVEG vegetation communities in the area
surrounding the planning quarrying activities are:
•
•
•
•

Eucalyptus delegatensis forest over Leptospermum (WDL);
Eucalyptus nitida forest over Leptospermum (WNL);
Western wet scrub (SWW); and
extra-urban miscellaneous (FUM).

The mapping is shown in Figure 7 for the live TASVEG layers mapped with the mine plan.
The mean annual rainfall at Erriba, some seven kilometres from the site, is 1517.7mm. The mean
maximum temperature was 13.0°C and minimum temperature was 4.7°C, however the last
temperature recordings at Erriba were in 2003. The nearest more recent temperature recordings are
at the Sheffield School Farm, which is less relevant.

3.2. SITE USE
The site and region have a long history of quarrying. TT purchased the site from HBMI Pty Ltd in 2016,
who operated the site for some years before that. The quarry is a good source of road base material,
with the expansion intending to grow the business of TT in the Cradle and West Coast regions. The
Cethana Tasmap 1:25,000 series topographic map shown in Figure 8 below shows a number of disused
mines in the region.
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Figure 8 - A screen shot of the Moina lease and proposed quarry expansion on the Cethana 1:25,000 map sheet. The map
sheet was produced in 1991.

3.3. LAND TENURE
The lease is wholly on crown land, managed by Sustainable Timber Tasmania (STT). The lease sits
within one cadastral parcel with a PID of 3393217. The land tenure is shown in Figure 3. No certificate
of title is available.

3.4. SURROUNDING LAND USE
The lease is wholly surrounded by Crown Land, there are two private parcels which fall within one
kilometre of the mining lease boundary. The land is zoned under the Kentish Interim Planning Scheme
as Rural Resource. There is a section of Environmental Management to the west, downslope and
outside the mining lease, as shown in Figure 3. The land falls wholly within a permanent timber
production zone.

3.5. GEOLOGY AND SOILS
The geology substrate for the area is from the Ordovician period. The whole lease is mapped as Moina
Sandstone, which is described in the state geological mapping as:
“Pale grey to pink, commonly cross-bedded quartz sandstone, coarse and pebbly in places,
tubicular trace fossils on some horizons. Ordovician fossils in places.”
Figure 10 shows the geology surrounding the lease.
The area is not mapped as part of the state land capability or soil mapping. The nearby freehold land,
which would be similar, is mapped as class 5. Class 5 land is suitable for limited pastural use. There
are no acid sulphate soils mapped in the vicinity of the lease. Figure 9 shows the mapped land
capability and acid sulphate soils.
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Erodibility is rated as very erodible.

Figure 9 - Plan showing land capability and acid sulphate soils. The land classification on private land parcels surrounding
Lake Gardiner is land classification 5, unsuited to cropping and with slight to moderate limitations to pastoral use
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Figure 10 - 1:25,000 geology map with mining leases shown as a layer
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4. Rationale and Alternatives
The site was chosen for development because it was an existing quarry in an area which opens new
business opportunities for TT. The intensification of activity is required due to new markets opening
and its close proximity to Cradle Mountain and on the West Coast of Tasmania.
The material from the quarry is suitable for road, civil and dam construction.

5. Planning information
Written advice from the Statutory Planning Officer at Kentish Council has been received and is
attached in Appendix A.
The mining lease area is zoned as rural resource under the Kentish Interim Planning Scheme 2013. The
activity is classified as an extractive industry under the planning scheme; and is a discretionary use
under the planning scheme. The council request that the following be addressed in this EER:
•
•
•

Ensure that there is not unnecessary loss of air, land and water resources
There is no unreasonable conflict or interference to existing or potential primary industry use
Provide an access road and make provision for water supply and appropriate drainage

The Quarry Code of Practice 2017 (QCoP), has suggested attenuation distances as per below
“It is suggested that planning authorities and operators seek to maintain the following separation
distances, measured from the planned maximum extent of quarry operations to any sensitive use:
•
•
•
•

where regular blasting takes place 1,000 metres
where material is crushed only 750 metres
where vibrating and trommel screens alone are utilised 500 metres, and
where no blasting, crushing or screening occurs 300 metres.”

There is one residence within the attenuation distance recommended in the QCoP for blasting, at
850m from the mining area. There are only two blasts planned per year, which is expected to only
cause minimal disturbance to the residence.

6. Existing activity
The lease is currently regulated by EPN 8822/2. Kentish Council has advised there is currently no
planning permit on record for this activity. The site is on mining lease 45M/1982, TT has applied to
extend the mining lease to the north to accommodate some disturbance to the east of the lease which
occurred before TT took over the lease.
There has been no prior environmental sampling on the site. The results of sampling conducted for
this development application is discussed in part C, section 3 below. There have been no public
complaints with respect to this activity.
There have been no breaches of regulatory approvals or the law with regard to this activity.
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PART C – POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
1. Natural Values
There will be minimal requirement for stripping of vegetation for the life of mine (LOM) plan shown
in Figure 5. The area of vegetation removal is expected to be less than 0.5ha, however progressive
rehabilitation is expected to have been undertaken by the time any vegetation stripping occurs to
start work on the 715RL bench. The maximum disturbed area at any one time is not anticipated to be
more than 3.5ha for life the quarry.
TT engaged North Barker Ecosystem Services (NBES) conducted a field assessment of the proposed
site in September 2018, their report is included as Appendix A. The site assessment did not identify
and endangered flora or fauna within the lease or immediate area surrounding the lease. The habitat
in the area within and immediately surrounding the lease as poor quality.
NBES identified four TASVEG vegetation communities within the lease;
•
•
•
•

Eucalyptus delegatensis forest over Leptospermum (WDL);
Eucalyptus nitida forest over Leptospermum (WNL);
Western wet scrub (SWW); and
extra-urban miscellaneous (FUM).

None of the vegetation communities recorded are listed as threatened under the Tasmanian Nature
Conservation Act 2002 (NCA) or the EPBCA.
The vegetation communities surrounding the lease are not likely to be affected by the proposed
development. FUM in the area has been mapped due to the long mining history on the lease and
species are primarily exotic species which have colonised from neighbouring vegetation communities.
NBES recorded 44 vascular plant species during the field survey with a listing of plants included in its
report (included as Appendix A); none of these species were listed are threatened in the Threatened
Species Act 1995 (TSPA). NBES concluded that threatened flora species within 5km of the lease have
a low likelihood of impact from this proposal. NBES identified no threatened fauna species on the site
during their visit, though a number have been identified within 5km of the lease. These species are
not considered to have viable habitat on the lease and the operations are unlikely to affect the
persistence of the species in the region.
NBES identified environmental weed spear thistles (Cirsium vulgare) occurred within the active quarry
areas. The quarry has been assessed for Phytophthora cinnamomi (PC) by Sue Jennings of STT with
some signs present, management of PC is discussed in section 2 below.
NBES have conclude that the risk of harm to wildlife due to vehicle strike is not significant. The trucks
are operating in predominantly daylight hours and their low speed in the area surrounding the
proposed development is like to give wildlife time to move away. TT do not currently have a system
for recording wildlife strikes during the normal operations.
A weed management and pathogen plan is included as Appendix A.

2. Phytophthora cinnamomi
The site has been managed under the guidance of Sue Jennings of Quarry Clean. Ms Jennings’s reports
from March 2013, 2015 and 2018 are attached in Appendix C. The P. cinnamomi risk on the site has
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been largely minimised by removing vegetation, spraying any regrowth with herbicide, followed by an
application of fungicide. The site also maintains drainage from the upper slopes infected with P.
cinnamomi around the active quarry area to prevent the spread of the disease in the saleable
products.
The P. cinnamomi contaminated areas will be flagged off to ensure that machinery is not moving
through the area and spreading the pathogen further1.
The measures used to control the spread of P. cinnamomi are contained in the site specific weed and
pathogen management plan in Appendix A.

3. Water quality
The proposed activity is on the western slope of an unnamed hill. The drainage all reports to Bismuth
Creek, which discharges into Lake Gardiner. Lake Gardiner is piped via the Hydro Electric Scheme into
Lake Cethana with reports to the Forth Valley.
The drainage at the site is divided into two parts. The drainage around the pit limits, outside the
operational areas is diverted away from the lease due to P. cinnamomi being present on the lease.
Sue Jennings has advice that drainage be diverted, this is discussed further in section 2 above. The
diversion of water, not reaching the final pond MQ1 is around 10% of the water leaving the site. This
portion of the water does not enter the quarry and is a low risk to contain high turbidity.
An investigative water quality sample was taken at the main lease discharge. The water quality
appears to be reasonable given the quarrying history in the immediate area. Although the pH was
low, the electrical conductivity and heavy contamination are negligible. The State Policy on Water
Quality Management 1997 (SPWQM) identifies protected environmental values (PEV).
The PEV’s relevant to this proposal from the SPWQM identified are:
•
•

Recreational Water Quality Aesthetics
o Secondary contact.
Agricultural Water Uses
o Irrigation
o Stock watering.

Table 2 - water quality data from sampling undertaken in September 2018. The day was clear, the water was clear and
flowing during sampling

Date
Time
Location
pH
Conductivity - (μS/cm)
TEMP (°C)
Total Alkalinity as CaCO3 - (mg CaCO3/L)
Hydroxide Alkalinity as CaCO3 (mg CaCO3/L)
Carbonate Alkalinity as CaCO3 - (mg CaCO3/L)
Bicarbonate Alkalinity as CaCO3 - (mg CaCO3/L)

1

25-09-18
1:15:00 PM
Moina MQ1
4.11
34.9
13.5
1
<1
<1
1

Commitment: flag/rope off P. cinnamomi contaminated areas before activity commences
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Acidity as CaCO3 - (mg CaCO3/L)
Total Suspended Solids (NFR) - (mg/L)
Sulfate as SO4 - Turbidimetric (mg/L)
Aluminum (total) - mg/L
Arsenic (total) - mg/L
Barium (total) - mg/L
Cadmium (total) - mg/L
Chromium (total) - mg/L
Cobalt (total) - mg/L
Copper (total) - mg/L
Lead (total) - mg/L
Manganese (total) - mg/L
Molybdenum (total) - mg/L
Nickel (total) - mg/L
Selenium (total) - mg/L
Zinc (total) - mg/L
Iron (total) - mg/L

19
<5
<1
0.57
<0.001
0.006
<0.0001
0.001
<0.001
0.001
0.002
0.014
<0.001
<0.001
<0.01
<0.005
0.13

There is no indication that there is likely to be acid mine drainage present on the site given the water
quality information presented in Table 2. The site does not have an indication that the host rock
presents a risk for acid mine drainage. The geology is discussed further in section 3.5.
There are no groundwater bores in the vicinity of the proposal. The proposal is near the top of an
unnamed hill and unlikely to affect water quality downstream.
The water entering the quarry from the east (top of the hill) is diverted to the north and south around
the active mine area to prevent ingress into the quarry itself. This water is diverted into a small settling
pond on each side of the quarry. The water discharging to the north joins the final quarry outlet for
water quality monitoring. The water discharging to the south runs into the forest after leaving the
settling pond, however still reports to the headwaters of Bismuth Creek. The pond which discharges
into the bush is in need of repair, this will be conducted before the first mining campaign2.
It is planned to construct a settling pond on the northern fringe of the quarry area, which will be 20m
x 10m x 3m3. The settling pond size will accommodate 600m3 of water. The 1:20 year rainfall event
run-off for the quarry is 781m3 per day, so the pond should allow around 18 hours of residence time.
The water will be treated at the final discharge pond, which is 10m x 10m x 3m, this will provide a
further 9 hours residence time before water is discharged to Bismuth Creek.
The basin performance was calculated using the ‘calculation of basin performance’ formula defined in
the factsheet by Guillou (2013)4. These principles coincide with those found in the WSUD Engineering
Procedures for Stormwater Management in Tasmania 20125, however they contain more detailed
information. The pond on the pit floor will be 89.5% effective at removing sediment from a 1:20 year
rain event over 24 hours. The additional settling capacity of the final pond (MQ1) brings the overall
2

Repair pond before mining commences
Commitment: install two settling ponds; 1. On the pit floor 10 x 20 x 3m and 2. at outlet MQ1 10 x 10 x 3m
4
Guillou, 2013, Water Storage and Sedimentation Basins: Concept and Sizing, Department of Agriculture,
Government of Canada, Quebec.
5
Downloaded from NRM North website: https://www.nrmnorth.org.au/teer-wsud-manual
3
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settling capacity for the quarry area to 97% during the 1:20 year flood event at peak flows for 24 hours.
It is anticipated that this will be adequate settling capacity. The pond locations are shown in Figure
11. The primary parameters used to calculate the run-off are presented in Table 3.
Table 3 - shows primary parameters for calculation of run-off data

Parameter
Quantity
rainfall from 1:20 y storm event for a 24hr 5.54mm/h (from Appendix A)
duration (5.54mm/h)
Run-off coefficient
0.35 (using rational method)
Catchment size
17ha
Grain size
Medium silt
Soil Loss calculation
11.94 t/ha/yr soil loss from CSIRO RUSLE
Australian soil loss layer
Cleanout frequency
Twice yearly
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Figure 11 - drainage plan showing direction of drainage, sampling point and areas of drainage excluded from the operational
areas because of the P. cinnamomi
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4. Air Emissions
Dust emissions will occur because all operating surfaces in the quarry are gravel. There are no metal
or other contaminants in the host rock, therefore dust emissions will be benign in nature. The mine
plan shows in Figure 5 shown the location of the potential dust sources. Potential sources of dust
within the operations are from:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stripping of topsoil
Ripping and dozing of material for stockpiling
Crushing
Blasting
Stockpiling and loading
Road use around the quarry

The nearest sensitive receptor is 850m from the quarry, as shown in Figure 4, the separation distance
and vegetation presence mean that the dust nuisance is expected to be negligible. The quarry is
surrounded by trees which will act as a dust filter, maintaining dust emissions on the lease.
The prevailing winds at the site are shown in Appendix A. The wind rose data shown in from Erriba,
around 8km from the site, shows that the wind direction is variable, with more than 40% of the winds
coming from the south west at both 9am and 3pm.
The site is in a moderately high rainfall area, with a mean annual rainfall of 1517.7mm and over 1mm
of rain on 42% of days. During periods of high dust emissions from vehicular traffic, TT will conduct
dust suppression activities (watercart). The dampening of road surfaces6 and truck loads of material
with water is an industry standard practice to address the risk of fugitive emissions that may cause
environmental nuisance or harm. Vehicular traffic will be limited to 30km/h on gravel surfaces which
will limit dust emissions from traffic movements.
TT has operated the quarry since 2016 with no complaints with respect to dust emissions during this
time.
Mobile plant exhaust emissions will be controlled by maintaining plant exhaust systems to the
manufacturer’s recommendations.

5. Noise Emissions
5.1. ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE
The noise sources which will be present on site are listed below in Table 4. The site layout is shown in
Figure 5.
Table 4 - machinery used on site with power ratings

Machine
Excavator
Face Loader
Crusher/screen
Trucks
Drill

6

Description
20t Cat excavator
20t Cat excavator
Terex mobile crusher / screen
Truck and dog combination 30t capacity
Atlas Copco F9

Power
268 HP
180 HP
300 HP
500 HP
300 HP

Commitment: ensure water cart is used during dusty conditions
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The predicted maximum noise levels during normal operations (crushing/screening, load and haul) at
the nearest residence is expected to vary between 35.2 dB(A) and 40.2 dB(A). There is unlikely to be
an increase in traffic noise, as there will not be more trucks operating, but more days of operation.
The noise levels are expected to fall well within the suggested operating limits in the QCoP of 45 dB(A).
Rock drilling will occur on site up to twice yearly, with noise expected to be around 48 to 53 dB(A) at
the nearest residence. This is outside the QCoP; however, this is not likely to occur more than twice
yearly and up to a maximum of six days per year of drilling. The nearest residence is a holiday home
and not occupied more than a few times per year. The owner will be notified of drilling when its due
to occur.
The report suggests that the noise emissions from the quarry will comply with the QCoP, the full report
is attached in Appendix A.

5.2. BLAST IMPACTS
TT estimate that there will be two blasts per year. Forze forwarded a past blast management plan
used at the site, which is included as Appendix A. The estimated ground vibration at the monitoring
the point (shown in its report in Appendix A) is 1.76mm/s. The estimated air blast overpressure is
111dBL at 850m, with 2.2m of stemming.
The QCP suggests that blasting should be carried out within the below conditions:
a)
b)
c)
d)

“for 95% of blasts, air blast overpressure must not exceed 115 dB (Lin Peak);
air blast overpressure must not exceed 120 dB (Lin Peak) at all;
for 95% of blasts, ground vibration must not exceed 5 mm/s peak particle velocity; and
ground vibration must not exceed 10 mm/s peak particle velocity at all.”

The estimated air blast overpressure at 850m from the quarry falls within a) and b) above. The ground
vibration is estimated to be below 5mm/s for all blasts at 850m from the blast location. The Forze
report suggests that TT will be able to comply with the requirements of the QCP. TT will monitor all
blasts and keep records for five years7, these will be supplied to the Director upon request.

6. Solid Wastes
There will be no solid waste produced as part of this project. Portable amenities are brought to site
for campaigns and all solid wastes will be removed from site at the end of the campaign.
All machinery servicing which produces solid wastes will be conducted at the TT workshop in Sheffield.
Waste generated by repair of equipment breakdowns is removed from site after the repairs are
conducted. Waste generated by workers is removed at the end of the shift each day, no waste bins
are provided on site.

7. Environmentally hazardous substances
There will be no storage of fuels and oils on site. All fuel and oil is transported onto site each day by
light vehicle. Each vehicle is equipped with spill kits and TT has a program in place to train employees
of the use of spill kits. The quantity of fuel and oil brought on to site is a maximum of 120L in a ute
mounted tank, which is not of significant quantity to cause environmental harm should there be a
spill. All chemicals brought to site will be stored in a bund with capacity 1.5 times greater than the

7

Monitor all blasts and keep records for 5 years
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amount transported to site. TT SOP’s and EMP manage refuelling on site. TT have an incident
reporting process and any hydrocarbon spill would be reported to the EPA.
Chemicals for the purpose of weed treatment will be on site during the annual weed management
program. Contractor chemical storage will be assessed prior to work commencement on site to ensure
that chemicals are stored appropriately.

8. Monitoring
The field pH and electrical conductivity (EC) of the outlet will be checked during HSE audits conducted
twice annually. Should the pH or EC differ significantly from the baseline sample shown in Table 2,
further investigative samples will be undertaken, and an incident report raised to establish the issues
that caused the changes. TT commits to maintaining the pH above 4 and the EC below 100 μS/cm8.
The sampling point is shown in Figure 11 as MQ1, this captures the majority of the water leaving the
site and all water from the active mining area.

9. Rehabilitation
The current area of disturbance is approximately 3.5ha, with an additional 0.5ha planned disturbance
over the life of mine plan. TT will aim to reduce the disturbed area, however the mining method and
site features require around 3ha to be without vegetation at any one time.
The LOMP planned batter angle takes into consideration quarry closure. TT plans to progressively
rehabilitate the upper slopes as these are mined to reduce final rehabilitation overheads and to
improve slope stabilisation over the mine life.
The LOMP shows the slopes mined at 36° to reduce overall slope angle, which will facilitate spreading
of top soil and installation of appropriate drainage at the end of the mine life. Drainage will be
maintained in a similar manner the when the mining operations were being conducted. Initially the
slopes will be allowed to naturally revegetate. Natural revegetation will allow the establishment of
endemic species to establish in the local conditions. Assisted seeding will occur within five years of
the end of the mine life if natural revegetation is not prolific enough.
It is anticipated that the site will be free from P. cinnamomi by the end of the mine life. No
rehabilitation will occur in the contaminated area without first seeking advice from Sue Jennings. TT
has successfully remediated their quarries infected with P. cinnamomi in the past. The process to gain
P. cinnamomi status in the past has include annual treatment with a fungicide, whilst maintaining the
area free of vegetation for a period of time. This doesn’t allow the P. cinnamomi anything for the
spores to grow on and eventually leads to the site not being infected.
Where possible top soil will be sourced from the site, however TT has inherited minimal top soil
stockpiles from previous operations. Use of imported material will be a last resort, however may be
necessary to produce suitable rehabilitation. Top soil imported from other sites will be evaluated and
risk assessed. Samples will be analysed for PC before removal from the source site to the proposal
area. DPIPWE have Interim Phytophthora cinnamomi Management Guidelines which has information
in appendix 3 on collecting samples in an appropriate manner9.

8

Commitment: maintain the pH above 4 and the EC below 100 μS/cm
Interim Phytophthora cinnamomi Management Guidelines, 2005, DPIPWE, Hobart
<https://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/Documents/Interim-Phytophthora-Management-Guidelines.pdf>
9
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TT will also retain any vegetative material where possible for soil stabilisation and to facilitate natural
reseeding.
Progressive revegetation will be monitored for;
•
•
•

weeds;
growth establishment and success;
and landform stability.

Rehabilitation timing is unknown, due to the variable sales (contract) based movement from the
quarry.
The rehabilitation plan at the quarry will align with the QCoP.

10.

Transport Impacts

A traffic impact assessment (TIA) was completed by Chris Martin of CSE Tasmania. Chris is a civil
engineer with 24 years professional experience, the full report is included as Appendix A. Accident
data provides valuable information with regard to the road safety performance. The section of road
around the Dolcoath Road junction with the Cradle Mountain Road does not highlight any safety
issues.
The geometry of the intersection between Dolcoath Road and Cradle Mountain Road is close to 90
degrees, which is satisfies the recommended design geometry requirements. The traffic volumes are
calculated to be around 20 truck and trailer loads per day, predominantly heading south towards
Cradle Mountain and the West Coast. The number of trucks leaving the quarry per day is not expected
to increase, rather the number of days trucks are leaving the quarry will increase due to the expansion.
This equates to an average of 18 days cartage with the current extraction limit to around 50 days per
year with the proposed expansion.
The TIA showed that the sight distances at the intersection of Dolcoath Road and Cradle Mountain
Road were not adequate. The report suggests that the line of sight to the south be increased by
removing part of the embankment to improve sight lines to achieve a 105m line of sight to the south10.
The report also suggests upgrading Dolcoath Road to make the road two lane (six metres wide),
between Cradle Mountain Road and the entrance to the quarry (around 220m)11.
A note that the suggested improvements to the line of sight works fall outside the road reserve.
Permission has been obtained from the Crown land manager, STT, for works are undertaken to
improve sight distances. A permit from the Department of State Growth will be required before
undertaking the works on the Cradle Mountain Link Road. Kentish Council will need to be consulted
regarding the Dolcoath Road widening.

10
11

Increase line of sight to 105m by removing part of the embankment
Increase road width to two lanes between Cradle Mountain Road and Moina Quarry entrance
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PART D – MANAGEMENT COMMITMENTS
No.
1
2

3

4
5
6
7

8

Commitment
Flag/barricade areas of P.cinnomami to
alert workers to its presence on site
Repair pond which captures drainage
through the P.cinnomami area at the
southwestern corner of the lease
Install two settling ponds; one on the pit
floor and one before new designated
monitoring point MQ1
Dampen road surface to reduce dust
emissions when dusty
Monitor all blasts and keep records for 5
years
Maintain the pH above 4 and EC above 100
μS/cm at sampling point MQ1
Increase line of sight distance to the south
to 105m by removing part of the
embankment at the junction of Dolcoath
and Cradle Mountain road
Increase road width to two lanes between
Cradle Mountain Road and Monia quarry
entrance (around 220m)

Completion date
By Whom
Within 1 month of NB
commencement
Before commencement
JT

Before commencement

JT

As required

JT

Each blast occurrence

JT

Ongoing
Before commencement

JT

Before commencement

JT

PART E – PUBLIC CONSULTATION
The application to intensify activities at Moina quarry have included discussions and consultation with
the following surrounding residences and agencies:
•
•
•
•
•

Local residents by site visit or letter where properties weren’t accessible
STT as land manager of the Crown land
Environment Protection Authority (EPA)
Department of State Growth - Mineral Resources Tasmania (MRT)
Kentish Council

This application is for a Level 2 Activity which is ‘discretionary’ in the Rural Resource Zone and as such
the application will be advertised to the public. The EPA and the Kentish City Council will take into
account all comments and representations received through the public consultation period in the
assessment of this proposal.
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Appendices
Appendix A.

WIND ROSE DATA
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1962 to 27 May 2000)
Custom times selected, refer to attached note for details

ERRIBA (CRADLE MOUNTAIN ROAD)
Site No: 091119 • Opened Nov 1957 • Closed May 2000 • Latitude: -41.4506° • Longitude: 146.1089° • Elevation 590m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Prepared by the Bureau of Meteorology.
Contact us by phone on (03) 9669 4082, by fax on (03) 9669 4515, or by email on climatedata@bom.gov.au
We have taken all due care but cannot provide any warranty nor accept any liability for this information.
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Rose of Wind direction versus Wind speed in km/h (01 Jan 1962 to 27 May 2000)
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ERRIBA (CRADLE MOUNTAIN ROAD)
Site No: 091119 • Opened Nov 1957 • Closed May 2000 • Latitude: -41.4506° • Longitude: 146.1089° • Elevation 590m

An asterisk (*) indicates that calm is less than 0.5%.
Other important info about this analysis is available in the accompanying notes.
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Summary
Treloar Transport Co. Pty Ltd is seeking a permit for the expansion of an existing
quarrying project operated under Environmental Protection Notice (EPN) 8822/1 at the
Moina quarry in northern Tasmania. North Barker Ecosystem Services (NBES) have been
engaged to undertake a natural values assessment for the extension area. The results
will be used to determine potential impacts of the proposed use and any mitigation
measures identified will be applied to minimise impacts on significant conservation
values.
Vegetation
The lease area was found to contain the following TASVEG units:





Eucalyptus delegatensis forest over Leptospermum (WDL);
Eucalyptus nitida forest over Leptospermum (WNL);
Western wet scrub (SWW); and
extra-urban miscellaneous (FUM).

None of the vegetation communities recorded are listed as threatened under the
Tasmanian Nature Conservation Act 2002 (NCA) or the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBCA).
Threatened Flora & Fauna
No threatened flora or significant fauna habitat occurs onsite or close by.
Summary
The field survey has established that the lease area contains vegetation that is
generally in good condition with very few weed species present. The site has
undergone a long history of past disturbance including fire, previous logging and
clearing of some areas. The resultant vegetation is a mixture of age classes and size of
dominant eucalypt and other species dependent on time since disturbance as well as
drainage and soil depth.
No threatened plant species and no confirmed habitat for threatened fauna were
recorded from the site. Losses of the native plant communities are considered to be
negligible at a local, regional and statewide scale. The risk of impacting on threatened
fauna is considered low. Weed infestations are minor and are being eradicated by
current weed and disease management. PC is present and requires ongoing
management to ensure it is not spread around the site or moved offsite.
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1. Introduction and Methods
1.1.

Background

The proposal by Treloar Transport Co. Pty Ltd is for the expansion of an existing quarrying
project operated under Environmental Protection Notice (EPN) 8822/1. The quarry was
purchased by Treloar Transport (TT) in 2016. The geology in the quarry is mapped as a
cross-bedded quartz sandstone and is suitable for many of TT’s projects. Its close
proximity to Cradle Mountain and the West Coast has increased demand from the
quarry beyond the current permitted extraction of 7,000 m3. TT is seeking approval to
increase production to 20,000 m3 to meet project and contract commitments into the
future.
The quarrying will be a conventional drill and blast benched operation. The extraction
process consists of drilling and blasting, crushing and screening, stockpiling, load and
despatch. The crusher / screen is a mobile unit that can be positioned next to the shot
rock and fed directly by the face excavator.
North Barker Ecosystem Services (NBES) has been commissioned to undertake a survey
to fulfil the requirements of the threatened flora and fauna assessment. The results will
be used to determine potential impacts of the proposed works and any mitigation
measures identified will be applied to minimise impacts on significant conservation
values. This information will form part of an Environmental Effects Report required by the
EPA.

1.2.

Study Area and Methods
Study Area

The existing quarry is located off Dolcoath Road, Moina, (Figure 1), approximately 41km
southwest of Devonport. The land is zoned Rural Resource under the Kentish Interim
Planning Scheme 2013 and is part of the Tasmanian Northern Slopes bioregion1.
The quarry is located on a west facing slope above Bismuth Creek. . Altitude across the
study area is between 710 and 770 m AHD. Average annual rainfall is around 1050 mm2.

1

IBRA7 - Commonwealth of Australia 2012
Bureau of Meteorology Data for Sheffield, Northwest Coast, Tasmania; 41.3886 ° S, 146.3219 ° E, 294 m AMSL;
commenced 1996

2
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Figure 1: Site location

Field Survey
Field work was undertaken on foot by one observer on the 20th of September, 2018.
Vegetation was mapped throughout the lease area in accordance with units defined
in TASVEG 3.03. Within all vegetation types, plant species lists were compiled according
to nomenclature within the current census of Tasmanian plant census4, using a
meandering area search based on the Timed Meander Search Procedure5.
Observations of habitat suitability for fauna, as well as direct or indirect indicators of
presence (i.e. sightings, scats, tracks, dens, etc.) were made concurrently. Survey effort
was focused on the areas outside the existing quarry site and associated roads.
Observations were recorded with a handheld GPS.

3

Kitchener and Harris 2013
de Salas and Baker 2017
5 Goff et al. 1982
4
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Limitations
Due to seasonal variations in detectability and identification, there may be some
species present within the study area that have been overlooked. To compensate for
these limitations to some degree, data from the present survey are supplemented with
data from the Tasmanian Natural Values Atlas6 (NVA) and the EPBC Significant Matters
database. From these sources, all threatened species known to occur in the local area
(5 km) are considered in terms of habitat suitability on site.

2. Results - Biological Values
2.1.

Vegetation

Vegetation on the site outside the existing quarrying operations is generally in good
condition with very few weed species present. The site had undergone a long history
of past disturbance including fire, previous logging and clearing of some areas. The
resultant vegetation is a mixture of age classes and size of dominant eucalypt species
dependent on time since disturbance as well as drainage and soil depth.
Four TASVEG mapping units were recorded from the site including
 Eucalyptus delegatensis forest over Leptospermum (WDL);
 Eucalyptus nitida forest over Leptospermum (WNL);
 Western wet scrub (SWW); and
 extra-urban miscellaneous (FUM).

Table 1: Area of Vegetation Communities

Community

Lease
Area
ha

Lease
extension

Eucalyptus delegatensis forest
over Leptospermum (WDL)

2.41

-

Eucalyptus nitida forest over
Leptospermum (WNL)

7.82

2.41

Western wet scrub (SWW)

1.06

-

Extra-urban miscellaneous (FUM)

3.62

0.55

None of the vegetation communities recorded are listed as threatened under the
Tasmanian Nature Conservation Act 2002 (NCA) or the EPBCA.
Distributions of TASVEG units within the lease area are presented in Figure 2. Floristics
are presented in Appendix A, while each unit is described briefly below, with
representative photos in Plates 1-5.

6

DPIPWE 2018. Natural Values Report – 13 Sept 2018.
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Figure 2: Distribution of TASVEG units within the study area
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Eucalyptus delegatensis forest over Leptospermum (WDL) – Plate 1
This community occurs in the northern part of the property and is generally confined to
the section of the property north of the access road. The canopy is dominated by
Eucalyptus delegatensis, with occasional E. nitida, particularly on patch margins. Tree
height ranged from 18-25m with the largest trees on the upper slopes away from the
Cradle Mt Road. The understorey is dominated by a dense canopy of Leptospermum
scoparium and more occasionally L. lanigerum. Other small trees included very
occasional Acacia dealbata and A melanoxylon as well as Pittosporum bicolor,
Monotoca glauca, Nematolepis squamea and Acacia mucronata. Ferns are sparse
but became more prominent in areas of canopy gaps and included Dicksonia
antarctica, Polystichum proliferum and bracken. Occasional rainforest species are
present and included Atherosperma moschatum, Trochocarpa gunnii and Tasmania
lanceolata.
Eucalyptus nitida forest over Leptospermum (WNL) – Plates 2 and 3
This community is widespread on the property. Canopy height varies greatly over the
area depending on past disturbance history. Eucalyptus nitida dominates the canopy
almost exclusively and varies between 8-20 m. An often dense canopy of small trees is
generally dominated by Leptospermum scoparium above a dense mid story shrub
layer which includes Acacia mucronata, Monotoca glauca and Oxylobium
arborescens with occasional Melaleuca squamea. The ground layer is often very
depauperate because of heavy shading and where light does penetrate Bauera
rubioides is often extremely dense. Bracken is sparse as are other ferns such as
Blechnum wattsii and B. nudum as are the saggs Gahnia grandis and Dianella
tasmanica.
Western wet scrub (SWW) - Plate 4
This community is present in areas that had been subject to past disturbance (such as
clearing and frequent fire) and poor drainage and is transitional between scrub and
the adjacent Eucalyptus nitida forest over Leptospermum (WNL) of which it is an early
successional form. It occurs in areas which had been cleared and possibly mined in
the past as well as under transmission lines.
It is dominated by Leptospermum scoparium and Melaleuca squamea to 2-3 m with
Monotoca glauca, Acacia mucronata and Oxylobium arborescens. Aotus ericoides,
Leucopogon ericoides, L. collinus and Epacris impressa are common. Bauera rubioides,
Gleichenia dicarpa and Empodisma minus are dense in patches. Eucalyptus nitida is
often present as a small emergent.
Extra-urban miscellaneous (FUM) – Plates 5
This mapping unit includes the quarry access road and areas where quarrying and
associated activities have occurred. Very little in the way of introduced species were
observed however search efforts were focused on the new extension areas away from
the existing quarry. Native species within the area of FUM are largely opportunistic
species that have colonised the area from the adjacent native communities.
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Figure 3: Eucalyptus delegatensis forest over Leptospermum on the northern section
of the property

Figure 4: Eucalyptus nitida forest over Leptospermum is widespread in the study area
and where canopy gaps permit light, Bauera rubioides is dense.
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Figure 5:Eucalyptus nitida forest over Leptospermum often has little in the way of
understory

Figure 6: Western Wet Scrub was found on highly disturbed sites and intergraded with
the Eucalyptus nitida forest over Leptospermum (in background)
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Figure 7: Areas adjacent to the quarry which have been cleared – mapped as extraurban miscellaneous

2.2.

Plant Species of Conservation Significance

In total, 44 species of vascular plants were recorded during the field survey (Appendix
B). No species listed as threatened under the schedules of the TSPA or EPBCA were
recorded. Several threatened species have previously been recorded within 5 km of
the site7, or have the potential to do so based on habitat mapping. None of these
species are considered likely to have been overlooked to any meaningful degree and
thus have a very low likelihood of impact from the proposed works (Table 2).
Table 2: Flora species of conservation significance known within a 5 km radius of the
study area, or predicted by habitat mapping8

Species

Status
TSPA /
EPBCA

Potential to
occur if not
observed

Caladenia congesta
blacktongue fingerorchid

Endangered/
-

Very low

Observations and preferred habitat9

Caladenia congesta occurs in northern
Tasmania, sporadically in heathland, heathy
woodland and open forest, usually on dry sites
and amongst grass tussocks on slopes.
Habitat unsuitable.

7

DPIPWE 2018. Natural Values Report – 13 Sept 2018.
DPIPWE 2018. Natural Values Report – 13 Sept 2018.
9 Includes statements from Threatened Species Link summaries and note sheets
8
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Species

Status
TSPA /
EPBCA

Potential to
occur if not
observed

Epilobium pallidiflorum
showy willowherb

Rare/
-

None

A floriferous perennial herb of creeks and
swamps, particularly in the north of the State.
No suitable habitat was observed on site.

Observations and preferred habitat9

Eucalyptus radiata
subsp. radiata forth river
peppermint

Rare/
-

Very low

Eucalyptus radiata subsp. radiata is largely
restricted to the middle and upper sections of
the Forth River catchment, where it occurs on
basalt, granite, quartzite, sediments and
metamorphic substrates. It is present as a
dominant or co-dominant in dry sclerophyll
and damp sclerophyll forest, and in taller wet
sclerophyll forest on more favourable sites
(typically lower slopes of major river valleys).
Outlying stands may be present in middle
sections of the Mersey River catchment. Not
recorded and unlikely to have been
overlooked.

Hovea montana
mountain purplepea

Vulnerable/
-

Very low

Habitat within the forest on site is not suitable,
and the highly distinctive species is unlikely to
have been overlooked unless present in very
low numbers or in a highly discreet location.

Leucochrysum albicans
subsp. tricolor grassland
paperdaisy

Endangered/
Endangered

None

This is a species of grassland on fertile soils.
Habitat within the site is not suitable for this
species.

Muehlenbeckia axillaris
matted lignum

Rare/
-

None

This tiny straggly shrub is associated with
grasslands and open woodlands, often in
rocky situations. No suitable habitat present. A
highly distinctive species unlikely to have been
overlooked.

Plantago debilis
shade plantain

Rare/
-

Very Low

Generally found along watercourses, swampy
areas or deep rich alluvial soils. Habitat not
present onsite and unlikely to occur.

Rhodanthe anthemoides
chamomile sunray

Rare/
-

None

This is a species of grassland on fertile soils.
Habitat within the forest on site is not suitable,
but the highly distinctive species is unlikely to
have been overlooked.

Low

Thismia rodwayi occurs in the north and south
of the State in wet eucalypt forest with an
understorey dominated by Pomaderris apetala
(dogwood),
Olearia
argophylla
(musk
daisybush), Coprosma quadrifida (native
currant), Bedfordia salicina (blanketleaf) or
Acacia melanoxylon (blackwood). The species
occurs on well-developed litter layers over
moist friable loamy soils, usually with very low
rock or pebble content. Decaying logs are
often a feature of Thismia rodwayi sites.
Generally site is not of suitable quality.
Unlikely to be present.

Thismia rodwayi
fairy lanterns

Rare/
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2.3.

Introduced Plants

No declared weeds or significant environmental weeds were recorded from the site. A
few spear thistles (Cirsium vulgare) were recorded incidentally from the access road
however survey focus was on those areas outside the existing works area and road
lines. The spear thistles encountered were dead and may have been sprayed as part
of the quarries existing weed and disease management.

2.4.

Plant Pathogens

No symptomatic evidence of cinnamon root rot fungus (Phytophthora cinnamomi) PC
was recorded from the survey. However, a detailed PC assessment was not undertaken
and attention was not given to the existing works area where PC has been found on
site previously and is subject to a management and monitoring plan10.
Much of the forested areas would be unsuitable for the expression of the disease due
to altitude and dense shading of the closed canopy of much of the vegetation.

2.5.

Fauna Species of Conservation Significance

No threatened fauna species have been directly observed on site. Several threatened
fauna are known to occur within 5 km or have the potential to do so based on habitat
mapping11. The majority of these species are not considered to have viable habitat on
site (particularly nesting habitat) or the habitat is considered to be relatively
unimportant to the persistence of species at even a local scale should they be present
(Table 3).

10
11

Forestry Tasmania, 2015; Quarry Clean, 2018
DPIPWE 2018. Natural Values Report – 13 Sept 2018.
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Table 3: Fauna species of conservation significance previously recorded within a 5 km
radius of the study area, or with the potential to do so based on habitat mapping12
Species

Status TSPA /
EPBCA

Significance
of habitat in
study area

Observations and preferred habitat13

BIRDS

Accipiter novaehollandiae
grey goshawk

Endangered/
-

Aquila audax fleayi
wedge-tail eagle

Endangered/
ENDANGERED

Alcedo azurea subsp.
diemenensis
azure kingfisher

Endangered/
ENDANGERED

Haliaeetus leucogaster
white-bellied sea eagle

Lathamus discolor
swift parrot

Very low

Foraging: low
Nesting: None

Vulnerable/
MIGRATORY

No suitable nesting habitat is found on site.
If the area is used by this species it is only
likely to represent a minor part of a foraging
range. No observation records from 5km
Requires sheltered old-growth trees for
nesting. No viable nesting habitat will be
impacted by the proposal. No nests are
known within 500 m or within 1 km line of
sight. Nearest known nest is around 3.5 km
away.

None

Species primarily utilises major rivers
within western Tasmania. No suitable
habitat on site. No records from 5km.

None

Requires large coastal or lakeside trees for
nesting. No viable nesting habitat will be
impacted by the proposal. No nests known
within 500 m or within 1 km line of sight. No
records from 5km.
For nesting, this species requires tree
hollows within 10 km of mature stands of
food plants, which are blue gums (E.
globulus) and black gums (E. ovata).

Endangered/
CRITICALLY
ENDANGERED

None

No food trees have been observed on site
and there is a very low likelihood the site
could be utilised for nesting due to the age
of eucalypts and lack of hollows.
No records from 5km.

Tyto novaehollandiae
masked owl

Endangered/
VULNERABLE

Nesting: None
Foraging: Low

The site is within the core habitat range for
this species. Requires a mosaic of forest
and open areas for foraging, and large oldgrowth, hollow-bearing trees for nesting.
The forest habitat on site is of low suitability
for foraging, and no viable nesting hollows
were observed nor are likely to have been
overlooked.
3 records from 5km.

MAMMALS
Dasyurus maculatus ssp.
maculatus
spotted-tailed quoll

12
13

Rare/
VULNERABLE

Low moderate

This naturally rare forest-dweller most
commonly inhabits wet forest but also
occurs in dry forest and occasionally
grassy areas.

DPIPWE 2018. Natural Values Report 13 Sept-2018
Bryant & Jackson 1999
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Species

Status TSPA /
EPBCA

Significance
of habitat in
study area

Observations and preferred habitat13

3 records from 5km none from 500m. The
species is unlikely to be measurably
impacted by a proposal of this scale should
it be present.

Dasyurus viverrinus
eastern quoll

-/
ENDANGERED

Very low

This species is extinct on mainland
Australia and was recently listed on the
EPBCA as a result of apparent decline in
the Tasmanian population during the last
decade. Currently the eastern quoll is not
listed on the Tasmanian TSPA and
remains widespread across eastern
Tasmania in particular, with a preference
for high soil fertility and grassy open
habitats.
Seven observations of this species are
known within 5 km of the site, all roadkill
carcasses, 1within 500m. The habitat is
low in suitability being largely overly dense
and wet. If the species is present it is
unlikely to be measurably impacted by a
proposal of this scale.

Perameles gunnii
eastern barred bandicoot

-/
VULNERABLE

None

Predicted based on habitat mapping only.
However, no suitable habitat is present on
site for this species and no records from
vicinity (5km).
The study area does not occur within the
core range for the species (as defined on
the NVA).

Sarcophilus harrisii
Tasmanian devil

Endangered/
ENDANGERED

Moderate

High number of records from vicinity (45
5km, 6 500m), many of road kill.
No scats were observed on site. The
species is unlikely to be measurably
impacted by a proposal of this scale should
it be present. No potential denning habitat
was observed on the site.

OTHER SPECIES
Astacopsis gouldi
giant freshwater crayfish

Vulnerable/
VULNERABLE

None

Species primarily utilises major rivers
within northern Tasmania. No suitable
habitat is present on site.

Litoria raniformis
green and gold frog

Vulnerable/
VULNERABLE

Very low

Occurs in large, permanent, well vegetated
wetlands. No suitable habitat within study
area.

Prototroctes marina
Australian grayling

Vulnerable/
VULNERABLE

None

Pseudemoia
pagenstecheri
tussock skink

Vulnerable/
-

None

No suitable river habitat present.

Occurs in Poa tussock grassland and
Themeda grassland without trees. Known
to occur in the northwest, but not within 5
km the study area.
No suitable habitat present on site.
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Figure 8: Wedge-tailed eagle habitat model and nest in vicinity of Moina Quarry
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Wedge-tailed eagle (Aquila audax fleayi)
Survey Results
The nearest known nest record is 3.5km to the west, last confirmed as present in 2016.
This nest is well beyond the range of likely disturbance.
The habitat within the study area and a 1 km buffer is considered to support low quality
eagle habitat21. The study area is therefore most likely to be part of a larger foraging
territory, but has a low likelihood of containing nests. The immediate area is considered
too exposed to winds and generally lacks suitable nesting trees. The nearest highquality habitat is within sheltered gullies 2km east of the study area.
Tasmanian devil (Sarcophilus harrisii)
Survey Results
The nearest known records are of road killed carcasses on the Cradle Mountain Road
close to the Mining lease. Although no evidence of scats was observed during the
survey Tasmanian devils will almost certainly utilise the site as part of their extensive
home range.
Given all areas are within home range, key habitat is associated with den sites. These
utilise habitat features such as caves usually at the base of rocky outcrops, gaps
between boulders, abandoned wombat burrows and large hollows in logs and fallen
trees. They often utilise spaces beneath floors in sheds and buildings including
occupied homes.
Although visibility is constrained on site due to the dense foliage no habitat features
were identified. Along with the absence of latrines or even scats on in the area the
likelihood of den occurring in the lease is considered low.
Noise disturbance to the surrounding area cannot be discounted. Nor can the
possibility that dens occur outside the lease area. However, there is nothing obvious
from the site inspection to suggest dens occur in nearby such that the likelihood of
operation of the lease impacting on breeding of Tasmanian devils is considered to be
unlikely.
Roadkill all marsupial carnivores
Significant changes to traffic operation can have impacts on roadkill of nocturnal
mammals such as Tasmanian devils. Most records of vertebrate fauna from the vicinity
are of roadkills along Cradle Mountain Road. Additional traffic on the road arising from
intensification of use of the quarry is likely to be insignificant relative to the baseline
traffic volumes. The noise and speed of trucks is likely to be more easily perceived by
wildlife, than lighter quieter cars and so potentially less likely to cause roadkill.
Traffic timing is not known but is most likely to have greatest risk of impact during dawn
and dusk when wildlife is most active. If all traffic is during daylight hours, then risk of
roadkill is very low.
The access road into the quarry is very short, traffic speeds are likely to be low (<40km
/hr). The likelihood of roadkill on the quarry is considered small.

2.6.

Summary of Potential Impacts to Natural Values

The field survey has established that the lease area contains no threatened native plant
communities, no threatened flora or fauna habitat.
The likelihood of the mining operations impacting on threatened species is considered
to be low.
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3. Recommendations for Avoidance, Compliance
and Mitigation
3.1.

Threatened Vegetation Communities



No threatened vegetation was recorded within the study area for this proposal.



No mitigation is considered to be necessary.

3.2.

Threatened Flora



No threatened flora species were recorded within the study area for this
proposal.



No mitigation is necessary based on the current proposal.

3.3.

Threatened Fauna



No threatened fauna habitat was recorded within the study area for this
proposal and likelihood of impact is considered low.



The greatest threat to marsupial carnivores is when they are scavenging carrion
on the road. Although the likelihood of roadkill in the quarry lease area is
considered small, removal of road killed wallabies etc from the road will reduce
the risk to carnivores even more.

3.4.

Weeds and Pathogens



The containment principles of the Tasmanian Weed Management Act 1999
should be sufficiently met with best practice construction hygiene that prevents
the introduction of contaminated material from beyond the study area, such
as tool and machinery wash-down before entry, and by only importing
materials from verified weed and PC free locations.



Recommendations provided in the PC Management reports should be
followed to contain the exiting infestations



The proponent should include periodic inspections for weed and have in place
measures to respond to any identified infestations.
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Legislative Requirements
This project is being assessed under the Tasmanian Environmental Management and
Pollution Control Act 1994 (the EMPC Act) by Environment Protection Authority (the EPA
Board). This information will contribute to an Environmental Effects Report (EER) in line
with the guidelines provided by the EPA.

3.5. Commonwealth Environment
Conservation Act 1999

Protection

and

Biodiversity

The EPBCA is structured for self-assessment; the proponent must indicate whether or not
the project is considered a ‘controlled action’, which, if confirmed, would require
approval from the Commonwealth Minister.
No habitat for EPBCA listed fauna have been identified. Consequently, referral to the
Minister is not considered to be necessary for this proposal.

3.6.

Tasmanian Threatened Species Protection Act 1995

No issues identified under this act.

3.7.

Tasmanian Weed Management Act 1999

No declared weed species were recorded form the study area. Appropriate
construction hygiene should continue to be applied in order to avoid the introduction
of species listed under this Act. This may include machinery washdown following use at
contaminated sites and before entering the site.

3.8.

Kentish Interim Planning Scheme 2013

The current proposal is within the Rural Resource of the Kentish Interim Planning Scheme
2013. Extractive Industries (Level 2 Activity) is a discretionary use in this zone. It is
understood to be exempt from the provisions of the Clearing and Conversion of
Vegetation Code (E3) as it is a level 2 activity that will be assessed by the Board of
Environmental Management and Pollution Control.

4. Conclusion
The field survey has established that the lease area contains no threatened native plant
communities, no threatened plant species, and no confirmed habitat for threatened
fauna. Losses of the native plant communities are negligible at a local, regional and
state-wide scale. Impacts to threatened species low risk.
Weed infestations are minor and are being managed by the proposal’s weed
management program.
PC is present in the operational area of the quarry. Management of this issue has been
provided elsewhere and is to be followed in future operations.
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Appendix A - Vascular Plant Species by Community
Site: 1

Moina Quarry – E. delegatensis forest over Leptospermum WDL

Grid Reference:
Accuracy:
Recorder:
Date of Survey:

424204E, 5406500N
GPS (within 10 metres)
Stephen Casey
19 Sept 2018

Trees:

Eucalyptus delegatensis,

Eucalyptus nitida
Leptospermum scoparium var. scoparium, Acacia dealbata subsp. dealbata,
Pittosporum bicolor, Monotoca glauca, Melaleuca pallida
Shrubs:
Bauera rubioides, Tasmania lanceolata, Pimelea drupacea
Herbs:
Hydrocotyle hirta, Drymophila cyanocarpa
Graminoids:
Juncus australis, Gahnia grandis,
Ferns:
Gleichenia dicarpa, Histiopteris incisa, Polystichum proliferum, Pteridium
esculentum subsp. Esculentum, Dicksonia antarctica
Tall Shrubs:

Site: 2

Moina Quarry - E. nitida forest over Leptospermum WNL

Grid Reference:
Accuracy:
Recorder:
Date of Survey:

424061E, 5406329N
GPS (within 10 metres)
Stephen Casey
19 Sept 2018

Trees:
Tall Shrubs:

Eucalyptus nitida,
Leptospermum scoparium var. scoparium, Acacia mucronata Nematolepis squamea
subsp. squamea, Monotoca glauca, Pittosporum bicolor
Shrubs:
Bauera rubioides, Oxylobium arborescens
Herbs:
Dianella tasmanica, Drymophila cyanocarpa
Graminoids:
Gahnia grandis
Ferns:
Gleichenia dicarpa, Histiopteris incisa, Polystichum proliferum, Pteridium
esculentum subsp. esculentum, Blechnum nudum, B. wattsii
Weeds:

Site: 3

Acetosella vulgaris, Centaurium erythraea, Poa annua

Moina Quarry-Western wet scrub SWW

Grid Reference: 424239E, 5406366N
Accuracy:
GPS (within 10 metres)
Recorder:
Stephen Casey
Date of Survey:
19 Sept 2018
Trees:
Tall Shrubs:

Eucalyptus nitida,
Leptospermum scoparium var. scoparium, Melaleuca squamea, Acacia mucronata,
Nematolepis squamea subsp. squamea, Oxylobium arborescens, Monotoca glauca,
Bauera rubioides
Shrubs
Leucopogon collinus, Epacris impressa, Cyathodes parviflora, Leucopogon ericoides,
Graminoids:
Gahnia grandis, Empodisma minus
Ferns:
Gleichenia dicarpa, Histiopteris incisa, Polystichum proliferum, Pteridium
esculentum subsp. esculentum, Blechnum nudum
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Appendix B - - Flora Species List
Status codes:
i - introduced
en - endemic to Tasmania
Recorder:
Stephen Casey
Date of Survey:
19 Sept 2018
Site

Name

Common name

Status

DICOTYLEDONAE
APIACEAE
Hydrocotyle hirta
ASTERACEAE
Cirsium vulgare
CUNONIACEAE
Bauera rubioides
EPACRIDACEAE
Epacris impressa
Leptecophylla juniperina subsp. juniperina
Leptecophylla juniperina subsp. parvifolia
Leucopogon collinus
Leucopogon ericoides’
Monotoca glauca
Trochocarpa gunnii
FABACEAE
Aotus ericoides
Oxylobium arborescens
MIMOSACEAE
Acacia dealbata subsp. dealbata
Acacia melanoxylon
Acacia mucronata
MYRTACEAE
Eucalyptus delegatensis
Eucalyptus nitida
Leptospermum lanigerum
Leptospermum scoparium
Melaleuca pallida
Melaleuca squamea
PITTOSPORACEAE
Pittosporum bicolor
RHAMNACEAE
Pomaderris apetala
RUBIACEAE
Coprosma quadrifida
RUTACEAE
Nematolepis squamea
Zieria arborescens
THYMELAEACEAE
Pimelea drupacea
WINTERACEAE
Tasmannia lanceolata
MONOCOTYLEDONAE
CYPERACEAE
Gahnia grandis
JUNCACEAE
Juncus australis
LILIACEAE
Dianella tasmanica
Drymophila cyanocarpa
RESTIONACEAE

hairy pennywort
spear thistle

i

wiry bauera
common heath
common pinkberry
mountain pinkberry
white beardheath
pink beardheath
goldey wood
fragrant purpleberry

en

golden pea
tall shaggypea
silver wattle
blackwood
variable sallow wattle
gum topped stringybark
Smithton peppermint
wooly teatree
common tea-tree
yellow bottlebrush
scented paperbark

en

cheesewood
common dogwood
mountain currant
satinwood
stinkwood
cherry riceflower
mountain pepper

cutting grass
southern rush
forest flaxlily
turquoise berry
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Empodisma minus
PTERIDOPHYTA
ASPIDIACEAE
Polystichum proliferum
BLECHNACEAE
Blechnum wattsii
Blechnum nudum
DENNSTAEDTIACEAE
Histiopteris incisa
Pteridium esculentum
DICKSONIACEAE
Dicksonia antarctica
GRAMMITIDACEAE
Grammitis billardierei
HYMENOPHYLLACEAE
Hymenophyllum peltatum
LYCOPODIACEAE
Lycopodium deuterodensum
POLYPODIACEAE
Microsorum pustulatum subsp. pustulatum
SELAGINELLACEAE
Selaginella uliginosa

spreading roperush

mother shieldfern
hard waterfern
fishbone waterfern
batswing fern
bracken
soft treefern
common fingerfern
alpine ﬁlmy fern
conifer clubmoss
kangaroo fern
swamp spikemoss
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QUARRY CLEAN REPORT
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Phytophthora cinnamomi mitigation plan
26/06/2013

Quarry:

Moina

Date of inspection:

Altitude:

740 m

Location:

Dolcoath Hill Road

Substrate:

Silica Quartz

Type:

Hard rock

Grid Ref:

424160 E, 5406135 N,

Owner:

Treloar Transport

History: Moina quarry was first inspected in 2011 and a couple of isolated patches of
P. cinnamomi were observed at the top edge of the quarry where the sun warms up the ground
to adequate temperatures for its survival. Due to the topography of the quarry, its hard rock
type and its high elevation, it is considered possible to clean up this quarry.
The aims are:
1. To remove the contaminated topsoil and associated vegetation to below the active quarry
level,
2. To construct/maintain drainage that will divert any runoff water away from the quarry,
preventing new contamination,
3. To treat the area between the quarry edge and the drain with „Ridomil‟ fungicide, to ensure
that any remaining P. cinnamomi is minimised,
4. To use herbicide applications as required, maintaining this buffer area plant free, so that
P. cinnamomi does not have anything to live on in the future.
Detailed works required:
1. A buffer area along the top of the quarry edge (Figure 1) should be scalped clean of all
vegetation and topsoil. This should be pushed to either side of the quarry (and vegetation
burnt if possible) so that the stockpiles are below the level of the quarry and no run-off
from these piles can enter the quarry. Consider these stockpiles to be contaminated. The
buffer area should be wide enough to drive along, and should encompass the next area of
the quarry planned for extraction.
2. There is an existing drain heading south from the top access track, along the top edge of
the quarry (see sketch map). This is in a good location for the surface drainage, and
should be cleaned out and reinstated. The drain should be continued to the north, at the
eastern edge of the buffer area, and tapered off towards the power line easement. Avoid
disturbing as existing stockpile of topsoil on the northern edge of the quarry.

Moina Quarry

3. There should be no vegetation remaining between the drain and the quarry edge. This
vegetation-free buffer should be treated with fungicide (Ridomil Gold granules) at the
recommended rate to kill any fungal spores remaining in the gravel after the removal of
the contaminated topsoil.
4. Phytophthora can only colonise and live if it has host plants and their roots to live on.
The buffer area may require several herbicide applications to ensure that it stays plantfree for the next 2 – 3 years. It is not expected that Phytophthora will be very active at
this elevation where the soils are cold.

Figure 1. Moina quarry (2011 photo) with approximate position of works indicated*.
Hygiene issues:
This quarry does not currently have a weed problem. Ensure all machinery brought into the
quarry has been washed down and is weed-free. Machinery used for these mitigation works
should be considered “contaminated” with P. cinnamomi and should be washed down
carefully before being used in this or any other quarry. Washdown should take place behind
the drain line, or below the active quarry.
*Note:
If significant material is removed from the quarry before the mitigation works are carried out,
then the changes in the quarry size and shape may change the mitigation requirements.
Locations of surface drains etc will need to reflect the new quarry boundary, and no fungicide
or herbicide treatments need to be done until after the extraction works are complete.

Sue Jennings
Biology & Conservation Branch
Forestry Tasmania
Smithton.
sue.jennings@forestrytas.com.au

Moina Quarry

Phytophthora cinnamomi-status of quarries
18th March 2015

Quarry:

Moina

Date of inspection:

Altitude:

740 m

Location:

Dolcoath Hill Road

Substrate:

Silica Quartz

Type:

Hard rock

Grid Ref:

424160 E, 5406135 N,

Manager:

Treloar Transport

Background:
Moina quarry was first inspected in 2011 and an area of P. cinnamomi was observed at the
top edge of the quarry where the sun warms up the ground enough for its survival. Due to
the topography of the quarry, its hard rock type and its high elevation, it was considered
possible to clean up this quarry.
A mitigation plan was provided June 2013. The plan also noted that “If significant material
is removed from the quarry before the mitigation works are carried out, then the changes in
the quarry size and shape may change the mitigation requirements”.
A considerable quantity of material has been removed from the quarry and some mitigation
works carried out since the 2013 visit. Some of the works followed the general outline
provided in the plan, but some of the key points have been ignored and the results show no
understanding of the outcome that was required.
Outcomes from March 2015 visit:
The mitigation plan was quite clear in the intention of establishing a clean buffer area above
the quarry area, free of any topsoil, which could be treated with fungicide and herbicide.
However due to the extraction of a significant quantity of material from the quarry, this
buffer area has been substantially reduced, and is not sufficient for its purpose.
The contaminated topsoil has not been removed to below the quarry area, but is stockpiled
above it (Figure 1), and to make the situation worse, the topsoil has been pushed into the
retained vegetation, mixing contamination with Phytophthora host plants (Figure 2).
The existing drain has been cleaned out and extended, but this is now far too close to the
quarry edge, and is not separated from the stockpiled topsoil.
The Phytophthora cinnamomi situation is currently no worse than it was previously, but the
clean-up job has been made much more difficult.

Moina Quarry Mar 2015

Figure 1. The contaminated topsoil has been pushed into stockpiles above the quarry face.

Figure 2. The existing drain above the quarry has been reinstated, but there is no separation
between the drain and piles of contaminated topsoil which has been pushed into the
vegetation. There is inadequate buffer area between the top of the quarry and the drain.
Revised mitigation plan – March 2015:
The mitigation of Phytophthora cinnamomi in this quarry will take considerable time and
resources. There is no point in starting this process if you are not planning to use the quarry
in the long term.
The plan would still be to establish a clean buffer area above the quarry, which:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Is clear of all vegetation
Is scalped clear of all topsoil
Can be treated with fungicide to remove remnant Phytophthora cinnamomi
Can be treated with herbicide to prevent re-establishment of Phytophthora host species.

This buffer needs to look like the area above Shackley Quarry. You have a good
example there of what you are trying to achieve – a clear bare rock break.
Looking at the whole area now, the buffer area needs to be relocated back towards the access
road to the power lines which run above the quarry (see Figure 3).

Moina Quarry Mar 2015

Figure 3. Suggested process to start the P. cinnamomi mitigation at Moina Quarry.
1. Decide where the vegetation can be disposed of. The neatest solution would be to
stockpile and then burn it. This may involve clearing an area for this purpose.
2. Clear all the vegetation from the area between the quarry edge and the powerline
access road.
3. Decide where the contaminated topsoil can be stockpiled for rehabilitation in the
future. This must be below the active quarry area, and where no water run-off can
reach the quarry.
4. Scalp the topsoil and transport it to the proposed stockpile area. Do not push
contaminated soil across the whole area with a dozer. You can’t see the
Phytophthora, but that doesn’t mean that it’s not there.... It is an infectious disease!
5. Reinstate the access road drain, above the new buffer area. There are some symptoms
of Phytophthora in the vegetation above the access road, so the drain must prevent
any surface water run-off from entering the buffer area or the quarry area.
6. Wash down all machinery used in the mitigation works
7. Only then can the buffer area be treated with Ridomil to remove any residual
Phytophthora. The area needs to be kept clear of all vegetation for several years.
8. Water sampling will take place over a period of time, starting at least 12 months after
the mitigation works have been completed. This will be a long process.

Moina Quarry Mar 2015

Other contamination issues:
The two main risks for contaminating quarries with weeds and disease are:
1. Use of contaminated machinery. This is a high risk where a quarry does not have its
own machinery, and crushing or extracting plant is moved between quarries. A
washdown procedure should be implemented as standard practice.
2.

Importing of contaminated materials from other sources. Unless the source of
material is certified to be clean, you have no idea what is being imported into a
quarry. This practice is common in Treloar Transport quarries (Figure 4) and must
stop if you are serious about quarry hygiene.

3. The only permitted exception to the rule is the importation of small quantities of clean
blue metal required in the blasting process. You should be aware of the source of
your blue metal and its P. cinnamomi status.

Figure 4.
This topsoil stockpiled in
Moina Quarry is clearly not
the local silica quartz
material. It is a potential
source of weed and disease
contamination.
This is a high risk practice
in quarries.

Sue Jennings
Ecosystem Services
Forestry Tasmania
Smithton.
sue.jennings@forestrytas.com.au

Moina Quarry Mar 2015

Quarry Inspection
Report
Dear Nigel,

March 2018

The scalping work at Moina was done very well. It was expensive and caused some grief
with MRT. However, there are still some areas of contamination within the active area, and
nothing seems to have been done since the earthworks. You need to capitalise on the work
done and finish the job. This is not a quick fix, but is probably best done with spraying,
rather than any further machinery work, as the design and execution of the previous
earthworks is good. I am happy to inspect this again with you at any time, but I will go
through the issues here from south to north with photos.

Figure 1. Google
earth image showing
the issues at Moina
Quarry.

1. Contaminated bank at the bottom of southern edge

1. Bottom of the southern edge – dead
Hibbertia and Aotus common

2. The bank at the top of the southern edge appears to be clear of P. cinnamomi

3. However, there is a lot of native vegetation
regenerating within the containment line,
both in the south-east corner…

….and across the top of the quarry.

4. The north eastern corner is still showing contamination with P. cinnamomi, both within and
outside the edge drain

4. The northern bank outside the drain, and the area
within the drain above the northeast edge of the
quarry are both contaminated with P. cinnamomi.
5. The surface water
flows into the northen
corner of the quarry and
collects in a defined pool
in the area where some
products are stockpiled.
The presence of rushes
growing in this area
shows that this occurs
regularly.
Surface water should be
diverted to the north.

There is a lot of work to be done here, but most of the actual contamination appears to be
outside of the containment line. So, I would suggest that most of the vegetation removal be
done by spraying the vegetation, with minor earthworks done to divert the northern water
flow out of the quarry area. Remember, any machinery used must be considered
contaminated, so the drainage works should be done before a machine is scheduled to be
moved and it can then be washed down thoroughly at the depot.
Sue Jennings
0429 337 204
sue.jenningstas@gmail.com
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PEARU TERTS
BA, Grad. Dip. Env. Stud. (Hons.), MIE Aust., CPENG, MAAS
Consulting Engineer

33 Falcon Rd
Claremont 7011
Tasmania AUSTRALIA
Phone 03 6249 7165
Fax 03 6249 1296
Email pterts@southcom.com.au

ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS
NOISE CONTROL
Moina Quarry, off Dolcoath Rd., Moina
Owner: Treloar Transport
NOISE ISSUES
S U M M A R Y.

1. The quarry operations involving the excavator, crusher, screen and loader is
likely to generate Leq = 37 – 42 dB(A) at the curtilage of the nearest residence.
The proposed expansion in output is to be achieved not by greater intensity per
day but rather by increasing the number of days of excavation per year.
2. There is no increase in truck traffic noise because the proposed increase in
quarry product is transported not by more trucks per day but rather by the same
number of trucks operating over more days per year.
3. The rock drill operates twice a year for some 2 to 3 days. The noise from the
rock drill is likely to range from Leq = 48 to 53 dB(A) depending on location.
4. The operation of the quarry is likely to meet the ‘Quarry Code of Practice, May
2017’ requirement that the quarry operation noise level not exceed 45 dB(A)
during the day time. The rock drill hammer may need an acoustic boot to reduce
the noise if excessive.

CLIENT:

Mr. Nigel Beeke
Treloar Transport
P.O. Box 21
Sheffield
Tasmania 7306
Mobile 0409 067 573
e-mail: nbeeke@bigpond.net.au
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BRIEF:
Estimate the likely increase in noise from the quarry operations due to the proposed expansion of
production from the currently permitted 7,000 m3 per year to 20,000 m3 per year. In addition,
comment on the likely compliance of the quarry operation with the requirements of the May 2017
Quarry Code of Practice.
INTRODUCTION:
Noise annoyance depends on the following factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

the level of the existing ambient noise
the level of the new noise with the quarry in operation
whether the new noise has tonal components
whether the new noise has impulsive components
the time of the day the new noise occurs
whether the new noise carries unwanted intelligence such as waning announcements
noise annoyance is also dependent on the listener’s perception of whether the noise is
regretfully caused, imposed in ignorance or inflicted as an act of aggression.

The Tasmania Quarry Code of Practice (May 2017), page 17, paragraph 7.2.2.2 Level of noise
states states: “Noise from quarrying and associated activities, including equipment maintenance,
when measured at any neighbouring sensitive use must not exceed the greater of:
The A-weighted 10 minute L90, excluding noise from the quarry, plus 5 dB(A), or
45 dB(A) from 0700 to 1900 hours (daytime)…….
when measured as a 10 minute Leq”.
Treloar Transport is submitting a Notice of Intent (author: Carol Steyn) to the EPA seeking
permission to increase production to 20,000 m3/annum. In par. 8, page9, the document informs that
the closest residence is 902 m from the mining area. This distance is used in our calculations.
DEFINITIONS:
Background noise is indicated by L90. This L90 is a good descriptor of the base or background
noise level. For example (see page A10, Loc 2, column 4 of the Forthside Quarry 16/3/2018
report), if L90 = 28.8 dB(A) then that means that for 90 % of the 10 minute sample, that is, 9
minutes, the noise level was 28.8 dB(A) or more. Similarly, L10 is a good descriptor of the
average of the higher noise events encountered. If, for example, L10 = 44.0dB(A) then that means
that for 10 % or 1 minute, the noise level was 44.0 dB(A) or more.
Leq is the equivalent ‘A’ weighted noise level. A fluctuating noise having an Leq = 44.4 dB(A)
has the same acoustic energy as a steady noise of 44.4 dB(A).
ESTIMATED BACKGROUND NOISE LEVELS:
Australian Standard AS 1055.2-1997 “Acoustics – Description and measurements of
environmental noise Part 2: Application to specific situations,” in Appendix A, the estimated L90
background sound pressure level in areas with low density transportation, between 0700 h to 1800
h, Mon. to Sat. is 45 dB(A). This estimate is a guide only for use where actual measurements are
not obtained. In this report we are using the ambient and background noise levels obtained at the
Forthside quarry area where L90 = 28.8 dB(A).
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RESULTS:
At a similar quarry (Forthside) we measured the following noise levels:
At 28 m from the crusher we measured Leq = 74.6 dB(A), and 86.9 dB(C) and L90 = 71.8 dB(A).
The difference between Leq and L90 = 74.6 – 71.8 = 2.8 dB(A)
The difference between the dB(C) and dB(A) is 86.9 – 74.6 = 12.3 dB.
At a private gate, in other ownership, 300 m from crusher, we measured the following:
Quarry operating
Quarry not operating
Difference
Leq = 45.3 dB(A)
Leq = 44.4 dB(A)
1.1 dB(A)
Leq = 56.2 dB(C)
Leq = 46.0 dB(C)
10.2 dB(C)
L90 =38.0 dB(A)
L90 = 28.8 dB(A)
9.2 dB(A)
As an indication, the above noise levels would be reduced by at least 20 log(902/300) = 9.6 dB(A)
due to geometric spreading, being further away. That is, the noise level with the quarry operating is
likely to be about 45.3 – 9.6 = 35.7 dB(A).
ROCK DRILL NOISE:
The quarry operation includes some rock drilling lasting about 2 to 3 days and occurring twice a
year.
The nearest residence is about 902 m from the drill. The distances and heights are as follows:
Rock Drill
House
Barrier, due to small hill

RL = 725 m to 755 m
RL = 630 m
RL = 655 m

Horizontal distance Drill to house = 902 m
“
“
“ to hill = 695 m
“
“. hill to house = 207 m
The Atlas Copco surface drill rig T45 has a worst case ‘A’ weighted sound power level of 128
dB(A) while drilling and a ‘realistic’ (average) sound power level of 125 dB(A), as stated in their
technical specifications “Sound levels at distances T45”. The impact rate of the hydraulic rock drill
is 44 Hz.
The sound pressure level at 902 m, due to geometric spreading only and not taking into account
atmospheric absorption, excess attenuation due to ground cover and trees, would be:
SPL = SWL – 20 log r – 8 where r = distance
= 125 – 20 log 902 – 8 = 57.9 dB(A)
A contour map shows a small intervening feature (hill) between the quarry and the nearest house.
The following barrier effects due to the hill are calculated for various heights of the noise source.
The heights and distances are in metres.

3
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Hill ht
655
655
655
655

Source ht
725
735
745
755

Receiver ht
630
630
630
630

Source hill
695
695
695
695

Hill house
207
207
207
207

Atten (dB)
7.6
5.1
3.9
2.0

Taking into account the above profile, that is RL = 655 m and so on, the calculations indicate the
barrier effect for various drill heights.
The re is also ground cover and trees. The excess attenuation due to vegetation and the atmosphere
is about 3 dB/1000 m. Hence there is a further attenuation of 3 x 902/1000 = 2.7 dB.
The likely noise due to the rock drill varies from 57.9 – 2.0 – 2.7 = 53.2 dB(A) to 57.9 – 7.6 – 2.7
= 47.6 dB(A), depending on it’s height.
Erecting an acoustic boot or skirt around the drill hammer, will provide further attenuation and
reduce the noise at the curtilage of the nearest house.
JAW CRUSHER, LOADER and EXCAVATOR
Ten minute measurements at 28 m from the crusher which was fed by a loader and excavator gave
the following noise levels:
Lerq = 74.6 dB(A) and 86.9 dB(C).
The calculated sound power level is:
SWL = SPL + 20 log r + 8
= 74.6 + 20 log 28 + 8 = 111.54 or say 112 dB(A)
Similarly, the calculated sound power level in terms of dB(C) is:
SWL = 86.9 + 20 log 28 + 8 = 123.8 dB(C) or say 124 dB(C)
The difference between the dB(C) and dB(A) noise levels is 124 – 112 = 12 dB and so no penalty
for low frequency components is applicable.
The nearest house is 902 m away. The sound pressure level at 902 m, due only to geometric
spreading and NOT taking into account atmospheric absorption, noise barriers, excess attenuation
due to ground cover and trees, would be:
SPL = SWL – 20 log r – 8,
where r is the distance in meters.
SPL = 112 – 20 log 902 – 8 = 44.9 dB(A)
From the above noise level we need to calculate the excess noise attenuation as the sound travels
through the atmosphere and over ground cover and diffracts over natural or man made barriers.
The excess attenuation due to ground cover and atmosphere was calculated before as 2.7 dB over
902 m. Hence the Leq noise level is likely to be 44.9 – 2.7 = 42.2 dB(A).

4
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Ad the crusher is at the 715 m level and excavators operate at 715 m and higher levels, the
attenuation provided by the small hill varies between about 2 dB and 7 dB. Hence the noise level
due to the quarry operations (excluding the drill) is likely to vary between 42.2 – 7 = 35.2 dB(A)
and 42.2 – 2 = 40.2 dB(A).
The above measurements and calculations take into account the excess attenuation for sound
travelling over the ground, ground cover and topography.
TRUCK TRAFFIC NOISE
Increasing production to 20,000 m^3 per annum will require more truck movements to move the
product off site. However, these movements will be achieved not by increasing the number of
truck movements per day but by increasing the number of days the trucks operate. See par. 3.7,
page 11, of the Traffic Impact Assessment (Dolcoath Rd Quarry Expansion) prepared by Mr Chris
Martin MIEAust.
Hence, there is unlikely to be an increase in truck traffic noise. As a matter of interest, L10 (18 h)
increases by about 2.5 dB(A) for a doubling of traffic flow.
CONCLUSION:
The quarry operation is likely to meet the ‘Quarry Code of Practice’ requirement of 45dB(A)
during the day time at the curtilage of the nearest residence.
However, the rock drill which operates twice a year for 2 or 3 days at a time and therefore
infrequently, generates noise levels that may exceed 45 dB(A). If the levels are considered
excessive, then the rock drill hammer may require an acoustic boot or skirt.
Rural areas have from time to time harvest machinery noises, chain saw noises, shooting noises
and trail bike noises. Rural areas are not usually continuously tranquil areas.
The quarry operates during daylight.
The World Health Organization’s (WHO) Guideline for noise levels outside bedrooms is that with
the window open, Leq = 45 dB(A) and Lmax = 60 dB(A). These conditions too, are likely to be
met during the operation of the quarry.

Pearu Terts

9/11/2018
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FORZE EXPLOSIVE SERVICES
BLAST MANAGEMENT PLAN

TRELOAR TRANSPORT
QUARRY BLASTING AT DOLCOATH ROAD, MOINA

PO Box 231, MARGATE, TASMANIA 7054
P. 6267 2288
M. 0419 123 388
E. admin@forze.com.au

BLAST MANAGEMENT PLAN
CUSTOMER DETAILS
CUSTOMER NAME: TRELOAR TRANSPORT

CUSTOMER CONTACT:

CUSTOMER PHONE No: 0409 067 573

Nigel Beeke

CUSTOMER EMAIL: nbeeke@treloartransport.com.au

BLAST SUMMRY
BLAST DATE(S):

22 / 09/ 2017 (or the closest availible date)

BLAST TIME(S):

Between 12:00am and 4:00pm

BLAST LOCATION:

Quarry Area located approx. Dulcoath Road, Moina

BLAST OBJECTIVE:

Drill and Blast material for Crushing / Gravel Supply

INVOLVED PERSONNEL - FORZE
FOR EACH BLAST, FOUR PERSONNEL FROM FORZE PTY LTD WILL BE UTILISED, CONSISTING OF TWO SHOTFIRERS AND TWO ASSISTANT
SHOT FIRERS. CUSTOMER WILL ASSIST IN PROVINDING BLAST GUARDS IF REQUIRED. - PROCEDURE ATTACHED
FORZE PTY LTD SHOTFIRERS
NAME:

PHONE NUMBER:

EMAIL:

SSDS PERMIT No: 10008

965 798

EMAIL:

0408 473 388

HR DRIVERS LICENCE:

SSDS PERMIT No: 10008

1359 645

EMAIL:

0408 772 288

HR DRIVERS LICENCE:

1191790

SHOT FIRER LICENCE No: 1450980

NICHOLAS ARMSTRONG

PHONE NUMBER:

danielc@forze.com.au

DANGEROUS GOODS LICENCE:

F14501

RESPONSIBLE WORKER ID:

N/A

SHOT FIRER LICENCE No: 91146

DANIEL CRANE

PHONE NUMBER:

george@forze.com.au

DANGEROUS GOODS LICENCE:

5632331

RESPONSIBLE WORKER ID:

NAME:

SSDS PERMIT No: 10008

1447 7010

0447 544 408

HR DRIVERS LICENCE:
NAME:

SHOT FIRER LICENCE No: 91562

GEORGE McEVOY

RESPONSIBLE WORKER ID:

MANAGEMENT@FORZE.COM.AU

DANGEROUS GOODS LICENCE:

F65226

1196351

FORZE PTY LTD ASSISTANT SHOTFIRERS
NAME:

RESPONSIBLE WORKER ID:
PHONE NUMBER:
NAME:

SHOT FIRER LICENCE No: TBA

MARTY ANSELL

SSDS PERMIT No: 10008

TBA

EMAIL:

0415 604 023

SHOT FIRER LICENCE No: N / A

DAVE SHACKCLOTH

RESPONSIBLE WORKER ID:
PHONE NUMBER:

marty@forze.com.au

SSDS PERMIT No: 10008

9958 894

EMAIL:

0408 135 430

david@forze.com.au

BLAST DESIGN
MATERIAL TO BE BLASTED:

QUARTZITE

NUMBER OF HOLES: 143

HOLE DIAMETER: 89mm

AVE HOLE DEPTH:

SUBDRILL DEPTH: 0

10

MATERIAL SG:

2.6

BCM: 10,010

BURDEN: 2.5
STEMMING MATERIAL: 10mm

SPACING:

TONNES: 26,026
2.8

STEMMING HEIGHT: 2.5

NOTE: THESE PARAMETRES ARE BASED ON FORZE INITIAL DESIGN AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE DEPENDING ON BLAST RESULTS.

INITIATION SEQUENCE
NOTE: INITIATION PLAN MAY VARY DUE TO CHANGES IN BLAST PARAMETRES, NUMBER OF HOLES LOADED AND CONDITION OF
HOLES. THESE VARIANCES WILL BE MINIMAL AND WILL BE NOTED ON BLAST REPORTS.
NOTE: HOLE TO HOLE INITIATION WILL BE VIA NONEL DETONATORS. A SINGLE ELECTIC DETONATOR WILL BE USED TO INITIATE.

EXPLOSIVE CHARGING
COMPANY:

MAXAM

PRODUCT NAME:

DOWNHOLE DETONATORS
MAXNEL MS
EXPLOSIVE CHARGE: 0.143 kg

MSDS: VEHICLE

COMPANY:

MAXAM

PRODUCT NAME:

PRIMERS
RIOBOOSTER 150g

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE: 22.0 kg

MSDS: VEHICLE

COMPANY:

FORZE P/L

PRODUCT NAME:

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE: 8,200 kg

MSDS: VEHICLE

COMPANY:

MAXAM

PRODUCT NAME:

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE: .001kg

MSDS: VEHICLE

COMPANY:

MAXAM

PRODUCT NAME:

COMPANY:

BULK EXPLOSIVE
EMULSION 1600
INITIATION
MAXINEL ELECTRIC

SURFACE DETONATORS
MAXNEL
EXPLOSIVE CHARGE: 0.143 kg

PRODUCT NAME:

TOTAL EXPLOSIVE CHARGE:

8,400 kg

EXPLOSIVE CHARGE:

BLAST TOTALS
MASS INSTANTANEOUS CHARGE (MIC): 104 kg

MSDS: VEHICLE
MSDS:

POWDER FACTOR:

0.8

NOTE: ACTUAL USAGE MAY VARY DUE TO CHANGES IN BLAST PARAMETRES, NUMBER OF HOLES LOADED AND CONDITION OF
HOLES. THESE VARIANCES WILL BE MINIMAL AND WILL BE NOTED ON BLAST REPORTS.

BLAST DEMARCATION AND SIGNAGE
PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF WORK, FORZE PERSONNEL WILL DEMARCATE THE BLAST AREA USING REFLECTIVE WITCHES HATS AT
A DISTANCE NO MORE THAN 10 METERS APART, AND "BLAST AREA" SIGNS NO MORE THAN 50 METRES APART. ALL LIVE EDGES WITH A
DROP GREATER THAN 1.5 METRES HIGH WILL BE IDENTIFIED WITH MARKER PAINT 1.8 METRES FROM THE FACE. AREAS PAST THIS LINE
ARE "NO GO" AREAS, AND MUST NOT BE ENTERED WITHOUT THE COMPLETION OF A FORZE THA.

CUSTOMER/EXTERNAL CONTRACTOR ACTIVITY WITHIN BLAST AREA
NO EXTERNAL PERSONELL ARE TO ENTER THE DEMARCATED BLAST AREA WITHOUT APPROVAL FROM SHOTFIRER. ANY ACTIVITY
PERFORMED INSIDE DEMARCATED BLAST AREA BY CUSTOMER OR EXTERNAL CONTRACTOR MUST BE WITHIN VIEW OF FORZE
EMPLOYEE AT ALL TIMES. STEMMING PLACEMENT SHALL BE ORGANISED PRIOR TO BLAST AREA DEMARCATION.

COMMUNICATION
BLAST AREA COMMUNICATION
FORZE SHOTFIRER IS TO CARRY UHF AT ALL TIMES, AND MUST ADVISE CUSTOMER OF UHF CHANNEL TO BE USED PRIOR TO ENTERING
BLAST AREA. PHONES CAN BE USED WITHIN BLAST AREA, HOWEVER ALL ELECTRONIC DEVICES MUST BE SEPARATED FROM ELECTRIC
DETONATORS PRIOR TO TIE UP ANDE INITIATION.
EXTERNAL COMMUNICATION
PRIOR TO BLASTING, FORZE ADMINISTRATION WILL CONTACT POLICE RADIO ROOM, LOCAL COUNCIL AND WASTE CENTER TO
NOTIFY OF BLAST VIA PHONE AND EMAIL.

BLAST ZONE MAP
NOTE: A VISUAL OF THE BLAST AREA IS REQUIRED BY THE SHOT FIRER AT ALL TIMES WHEN FIRING, TO ENSURE THAT NO
UNAUTHORISED PERSONNEL CAN ENTER BLAST SITE.

BLAST GUARDING PROCESS
1. UPON COMPLETION OF LOADING BLAST THE SHOTFIRER WILL INSTRUCT THE BLAST GUARDS TO HEAD INTO THE NOMINATED
POSITIONS AS DISCUSSED IN THE PRE BLAST MEETING, AND CLOSE OFF ACCESS. THE AREA WILL BECOME "LOCKED AND SECURE"
2. ONCE ALL BLAST GUARDS HAVE CONFIRMED THEY ARE IN POSITION WITH THE ACCESS "LOCKED AND SECURE", THE SHOTFIRER OR
FORZE DELEGATE SHALL CLEAR THE EXCLUSION ZONE, ENSURING ALL AREAS WITHIN THE ZONE ARE CHECKED AND CLEARED.

3. AFTER FIRING THE BLAST, ALL BLAST GUARDS ARE TO REMAIN IN POSITION UNTIL THE SHOTFIRER GIVES THE ALL CLEAR.
NOTE: ALL RADIO CALLS MADE BY SHOT FIRER AND BLAST GUARDS ARE TO COMPLY WITH THE FORZE PROCEDURES, UNLESS
OTHERWISE ALTERED WITHIN A SWMS OR JHA.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
DISTANCE TO NEAREST STRUCTURE (METRES):
DISTANCE TO POWERLINES (METRES):

862 M residential house

>500 m

DISTANCE TO UNDERGROUND SERVICES (METRES):

N/A

OVERPRESSURE MANAGEMENT WITH VARIABLE STEMMING HEIGHT
STEMMING:
MONITOR A:

2.2

STEMMING:

2.5

STEMMING:

2.8

STEMMING:

3.1

111

MONITOR A:

110

MONITOR A:

109

MONITOR A:

108

NOTE: THE INCREASE OF STEMMING REDUCES THE MAXIMUM INSTANTANEOUS CHARGE (MIC) AND INCREASES THE CONFINEMENT
OF THE CHARGE THUS EFFECTIVELY REDUCES THE OVERPRESSURE FROM BLASTING. THE STEMMING HEIGHT IS INCREASED IN
CONJUCTION WITH INCREASE TO THE FRONT ROW BURDENING. THE INCREASE OF THESE PARAMETERS MAY HAVE A NEGATIVE
EFFECT ON OVERSIZE.

NOISE AND VIBRATION LIMITS

ALL BLASTS WILL BE CARRIED OUT IN ACCORDANCE WITH BLASTING BEST PRACTICES ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (BPEM)
PRINCIPLES, AND MUST BE CARRIED OUT SUCH THAT WHEN MEASURED AT CURTILAGE OF ANY RESIDENCE (OR OTHER NOISE
SENSITIVE PREMISES) IN OTHER OCCUPATION OR OWNERSHIP, AIR BLAST AND GROUND VIBRATION COMPLY WITH :
1. FOR 95% OF BLASTS, AIR PRESSURE MUST NOT EXCEED 115dB (LIN PEAK)
2. AIR BLAST PRESSURE MUST NOT EXCEED 120dB (LIN PEAK);
3. FOR 95% OF BLAST, GROUND VIBRATION MUST NOT EXCEED 5mm/Sec PEAK PARTICLE VELOVITY; AND
4. GROUND VIBRATION MUST NOT EXCEED 10mm/Sec PEAK PARTICLE VELOCITY.
ALL MEASUREMENTS OF AIRBLAST OVERPRESSURE AND PEAK PARTICLE VELOCITY MUST BE CARRIED OUT IN ACCORDANCE WITH
METHODS SET DOWN IN TECHNICAL BASIS FOR GUIDELINES TO MINIMISE ANNOYANCE DUE TO BLASTING OVERPRESSURE AND
GROUND VIBRATION, AUSTRALIAN AND NEW ZEALAND ENVIRONMENTAL COUNCIL, SEPTEMBER 1990.

FUME MANAGEMENT
TOO MINIMISE THE RISK OF NOX FUME, ANFO WILL NOT BE USED WHERE WATER IS PRESENT, REGULAR DENSITY CHECKS WILL BE
PERFORMED FOR BULK PRODUCTS TO ENSURE QUALITY CONTROL, AND A MAXIMUM SLEEP TIME OF 24 HOURS HAS BEEN SET FOR
ALL BLASTS FIRED.
DUST MANAGEMENT
WHERE DUST IS IDENTIFIED AS A RISK TO HEALTH OR SAFETY, THE ISSUE SHALL BE ADDRESSED VIA THE SATURATION OF STEMMING
MATERIAL USING WATER HOSE, AND IN ADDITION ALL PERSONNEL WITHIN BLAST AREA TO WILL WEAR DUST MASKS.

BLAST AREA PPE REQUIREMENTS
MINIMUM PPE REQUIREMENTS FOR ENTRY INTO DEMARCATED BLAST AREA:
* HIGH VISIBILITY CLOTHING

* SAFETY GLASSES

* STEEL CAPPED WORK BOOTS

* HARD HAT

BLAST RECORDS AND REPORTING
PRIOR TO ENTERING SITE, FORZE WILL COMPETE THE FOLLOWING
SAFE WORK METHOD STATEMENT

TO BE READ AND REVIEWED ON BENCH PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF WORK.

BLAST MANAGEMENT PLAN

TO BE COMMUNICATED TO CUSTOMER AND ALL RELEVANT FORZE PERSONNEL.

DRILL PLAN

TO BE EMAILED TO DRILLING COMPANY.

BLAST DESIGN

TO BE COMPLETED BY FORZE TECHNICAL SERVICES
DURING LOADING AND INITIATION OF BLAST

DRILL DEPTH LOG

TO MEASURE AND RECORD EACH HOLE TO ENSURE CORRECT DEPTH (BACKFILL IF REQUIRED).

LOAD LOG

TO RECORD AMOUNT OF PRODUCT LOADED IN EACH HOLE, CUT OFF AT DESIGN +/- 10%.

LOAD MANIFEST

TO COMPLETE LOAD MANIFEST DOCUMENT FOR TRANSPORT TO AND FROM SITE.

PRODUCT CONSOLIDATION

TO CONSOLIDATE EXPLOSIVE USE PRIOR TO INITIATION TO ENSURE ALL PRODUCT ARE
ACCOUNTED FOR.
DURING LOADING AND INITIATION OF BLAST

EXPLOSIVE USAGE

TO BE COMPLETED AS RECORD OF EXPLOSIVES USED ON BLAST

BLAST REPORT

TO BE COMPLETED AS RECORD OF BLAST PARAMETRES AND ACTUAL DESIGN

BLAST VIDEO

TO BE REVIEWED FOR QUALITY CONTROL AND SAVED IN RECORDS

REFERENCES
AS REQUIRED

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS REPORT

Appendix F.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. COMPANY OVERVIEW
Treloar Transport (TT) manage seven quarries (with nine leases) throughout the north west of
Tasmania, Figure 1 shows locations of the quarries. In addition to this, TT operates civil construction
sites during the year. Company and subcontractor equipment is used in both the quarries and on the
civil construction sites. This Weed and Disease Management Plan (WDMP) covers the principles and
methods used by TT to control the spread of weeds and pathogens between at the Moina Quarry.
TT’s main quarry is located at Shackley Hill in No Where Else, near the township of Sheffield. The
quarry has some fixed plant and a small number of mobile plant, which permanently work from the
quarry. TT has an office and workshop complex in the township of Sheffield. The remaining TT
quarries are operated intermittently on a campaign basis, machinery is moved between the quarries
and TT civil clients. This movement of machinery causes a level of risk, which this management plan
addresses. TT also have confirmed occurrences of Phytophthora cinnamomi at a number of their
quarries, the P. cinnamomi status is shown in Table 1 below for each quarry.
Table 1 - P. cinnomami status of Treloar Transport quarries

Lease #
8M/2015
1704P/M
1982P/M
20M/2003
1007P/M
45M/1982
1639P/M
28M/1990
24M/2000

Name
Porcupine Hill
Porcupine Hill
Big Bend (Railton)
Cethana (Sand)
Punches Terror
Moina
Shackley Hill
Punches Terror
Gowrie Park

P. cinnamomi Status
Small area confirmed in 1704P/M
Small area confirmed
Assessed and no PC present
Assessed and no PC present
Suspected, sampled with confirmation of no PC present
Area confirmed, managed and quarantined
Assessed and no PC present on 11th May 2017
Assessed and no PC present
Area confirmed, managed and quarantined

1.2. SITE OVERVIEW
The Moina Quarry is operated under Environmental Protection Notice (EPN) 8822/2. The quarry was
purchased by TT in 2016. The geology in the quarry is mapped as a cross-bedded quartz sandstone
and is suitable for many of TT’s projects.
The quarrying will be a conventional drill and blast benched operation. The extraction process consists
of drilling and blasting, crushing and screening, stockpiling, load and despatch. The crusher / screen is
a mobile unit that can be positioned next to the shot rock and fed directly by the face excavator.
Typical equipment on site will be:
•
•
•
•
•

Face loader: 20t Cat excavator
Crusher: Terex mobile crusher / screen
Stockpile Loader: Cat 950
Trucks: Truck and dog combination 30t capacity
Drill: Atlas Copco F9

Blasting will be conducted on an as-needs basis, with a typical blast liberating about 10,000m3. At the
maximum proposed production rate (20,000m3), there are likely to be only be two blasts per annum.
Treloar will endeavour to minimise blasting where possible.
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A weed and P. cinnamomi inspection of both leases was undertaken in March 2018 by Sue Jennings
of Quarry Clean. The lease is contaminated with P. cinnamomi in two areas and the site is currently
operated under the guidance of Ms Jennings. There were no declared weeds found on site, with a few
agricultural weeds detected which will be treated as part of the proposal’s weed management
program. The current proposed management for the P. cinnamomi is to maintain the areas
contaminated with no vegetation cover and maintain drainage away from the active mining areas, so
as not to contaminate saleable materials.
The most recent assessment conducted by Sue Jennings of Quarry Clean, are attached in Appendix D:
Quarry Clean Reports.
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Figure 1 - plan showing the locations of the Treloar managed quarries, with the head office in Sheffield
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Figure 2 – show the weed and PC areas with the entry path and mining area highlighted
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1.3. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
The purpose of this WDMP is to detail requirements for the management of weeds associated with
operation of the Moina Quarry. The WDMP identifies site specific mitigation measures and
environmental controls for weed management to ensure weeds and diseases are effectively managed
during works and into the future. The WDMP identifies measures to control, eradicate and prevent
the spread of declared weeds and environmental weeds.

1.4. BACKGROUND, AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The site is used as a quarry. Figure 2 shows the area where these activities will occur within the mining
lease.
This WDMP aims to provide a detailed methodology for mitigating and managing impacts associated
with the presence, emergence and spread of weeds, throughout the project.
The objectives of the Weed and Disease Management Plan are to:
•
•
•
•
•

Record the distribution of weeds declared under the Weed Management Act 1999.
Record the distribution of significant, non-declared, environmental and agricultural weed
species.
Record the presence and distribution of pathogens.
Provide control measures for identified weeds and pathogens to prevent new weeds and
pathogens from establishing and spreading.
Establish an ongoing monitoring and control program for weeds and pathogens into the
future for the site.

1.5. SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS AND CONSULTATION
TT uses Sue Jennings, who has over 35 years industry experience, with a particular interest in
identification and management of P. cinnamomi. Sue has been assisting TT with P. cinnamomi
management since 2013.
TT outsources treatment of weeds to numerous contractors depending on sensitivity of the area.
Weed identification and management occurs in house.

1.6. GLOSSARY
Abbreviations

Definitions

DPIPWE

Department of Primary, Industries, Water and Environment

EPA

Environment Protection Agency

WoNS

Weed of National Significance

NVA

DPIPWE’s Natural Values Atlas

MRT

Mineral Resources Tasmania

TT

Treloar Transport

2. LEGISLATION, STRATEGIES AND PLANS
The aim of legislation, strategies and plans in to ensure that there is a coordinated approach to weed
management activities in any given area. TT has considered and listed the relevant strategies to their
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operations in Table 2. The aim of this strategy is to comply with relevant legislation, environmental
permits and work with key stakeholders to achieve their strategy.
Table 2 - List of relevant Legislation, Strategies and Plans

Legislation, Strategy, Code of
Practice
Weed Management Act 1999

Plant Quarantine Act 1997

Cradle Coast Regional Weed
Management Strategy

Application
The Weed Management Act 1999 is the primary
legislation relating to declared weeds in Tasmania
Provides for the quarantine of plants and the control of
pests and diseases. Quarantine Tasmania regulates and
prohibits the importation of pest plants, animals and
diseases into Tasmania.
Principal framework for weed management in the
Cradle Coast region with the aim of identifying
priorities and weed management actions within the
region

Keeping it Clean – A Tasmanian field
Provide guidance on hygiene management and to
hygiene manual to prevent the spread of
reduce the risk of spreading environmental diseases
freshwater pests and pathogens
Kentish Municipal Weed Plan (2007)
Kentish Council weed management plan
National framework for addressing weed issues whilst
maintaining the profitability and sustainability of
Australian Weed Strategy 2017 - 2027
Australia’s primary industries and the reducing the
impact of weeds on the environment
WeedPlan - aims to achieve coordinated, collaborative
State WeedPlan 2005
and effective weed management across the whole state
Tasmanian Biosecurity Strategy 2013 - Underpins and implements the Tasmanian Biosecurity
2017
Policy

3. EXISTING AND POTENTIAL WEED AND DISEASE ISSUES
Weeds, diseases and other pests have the potential to establish and/or spread across the quarry area.
Increased weed colonisation could potentially have some impact on the ecological values of adjacent
remnant vegetation through displacement of native species and degradation of fauna habitat.
TT has stringent hygiene practices to ensure that weeds and pathogens are not transported between
its sites and client sites. TT maintains input from key consultants to ensure that, P. cinnamomi, in
particular, is not moved around on machinery. Weed management undertaken by TT is currently
managed in house, with treatment activities contracted to suitable consultants.

3.1. RECORDED WEED SPECIES
Weed species are recorded and treated annually, however, historically this has not occurred digitally.
During the 2018 -2019 financial year, weed species will be recorded electronically during quarry
inspections and treatment recorded within this GIS system. The GIS layer complies with the Cradle
Coast NRM standard (see Appendix C), which they upload to the Tasmanian Natural Values Atlas
(NVA).
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Declared weeds:
Declared weeds in Tasmania are plants that have been declared under the Weed Management Act
1999. The legislation requires that these species be controlled or eradicated according to the relevant
statutory management plan.
Declared weeds have been not identified on the Moina lease.
Environmental weeds:
Although many common weeds are not listed under legislation, and are therefore not legally required
to be controlled they have the potential to pose a threat to the ecological and agricultural assets
present in the project area and interfere with different stages of the development. Common ‘nondeclared’ weeds include species such as cape weed (Arctotheca calendula) and scotch thistle (Cirsium
vulgare).

3.2. RECORDED DISEASES OR SYMPTOMS
The main activities at risk of introducing or spreading P. cinnamomi and Chytrid include:
•
•
•

Through soil, sand gravel or other materials attached to vehicles and machinery used as part
of the development works.
Importing water or soil, sand, and gravel material for construction purposes (eg. roading.
landscaping, filling, bedding etc.).
Spreading the pathogen/disease from infected sites (contaminated) to uninfected (clean)
sites.

Advice from Sue Jennings is included in her report, attached as Appendix D with regard to appropriate
site controls. A summary of her recommendations from the last site visit in March 2018;
•
•
•

Ensure that drainage is directed around the perimeter of the pit to prevent water flowing
through the P. cinnamomi areas and contaminating more of the quarry
Spray off P. cinnamomi contaminated areas (shown in Figure 2)
Scaled areas should be sprayed with Ridomil fungicide

4. IDENTIFY MANAGEMENT PRIORITIES
TT identifies the following management priorities:
1. Ensure that P. cinnamomi areas remain isolated to the current extents and reduce using
management practices identified by Sue Jennings
2. Identify and treat weeds which are identified as Zone A weeds in the municipal area of Kentish
3. Identify and treat weeds on each site at regular intervals
4. No importation of materials into the quarry area with permission of the Director.

5. MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL OF WEEDS AND DISEASES
Weed treatment is conducted between October and April each year. Weed treatment is primarily
foliar herbicide application (spot spray). Control method is discussed with the contractors prior to
treatment and conducted in alignment with Table 3. Herbicide application is recorded using a
herbicide application form.
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Table 3 - control methods for treatment of weeds used throughout the Treloar Transport sites

Weed

Control method

Pampas grass

Spot spray, foliar
application

Pampas grass

Hand grub

Spanish
heath

Spot spray, foliar
application

Gorse

Spot spray, foliar
application

Thistles

Foliar Spray

English
Broom

Spot spray, foliar
application

Radiata Pine

Spot spray, foliar
application

Chemical

Glyphosate

N/A
Grazon Extra,
marker
dye and
surfactant
Grazon Extra,
marker
dye and
surfactant
Glyphosate
Grazon Extra,
marker, dye and
surfactant
Grazon Extra,
marker, dye and
surfactant

Timing
Spring,
summer or
autumn to
actively
growing
plants
Year round

Frequency of control

1 treatment with follow up

Prior to seed
set

1 treatment with follow up

Spring to
early summer

2 treatments throughout
this time
period

Spring to
early summer

1 treatment with follow up

Spring to
early summer

1 treatment with follow up

Spring to
early summer

1 treatment with follow up

As noted and if possible

Pathogen management is conducted on a continual basis due to P. cinnamomi infections in a number
of TT quarries.
Weed infestations will be inspected numerous times per year during quarry inspections. Quarry
inspections are conducted on a three-monthly basis as a minimum.

5.1. DISPOSAL
Weed matter will be disposed of via deep burial at one of TT’s landfill sites. The matter will be bagged
and left to sun if possible prior to disposal.
5.2. WASHDOWN
Washdown is conducted at the head office in Sheffield, once machinery is finished at site, it is returned
to the head office and washed down with a fungicide Ridomil Gold. Washdown is conducted in
accordance with Weed and Disease Planning and Hygiene Guidelines 2015, attached as appendix D.

6. COMMUNICATION AND REPORTING
Weed management activities are communicated with the workforce and management via office
memos and emails. The HSEQ manager coordinates all weed management activities and keeps
records in the office filing system.
The induction includes a section on weed management and appropriate vehicle hygiene. The P.
cinnamomi management at each quarry is undertaken by workforce awareness campaigns and
signage at the quarries. The dispatch staff in head office are aware and trained to ensure that
washdown procedures are allowed for when scheduling machinery for use.
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Soils are rarely imported onto sites, as they were the source of the P. cinnamomi infections initially
contaminating the TT quarries (sometime ago). If soil is to be imported onto sites, TT undertake
routine P. cinnamomi testing to ensure that clean sites are not contaminated. TT also treat all
machinery as P. cinnamomi contaminated if they have been working in the vicinity of a contaminated
area or client site, of which the status is unknown.
Incidents are recorded according to the TT incident management process.

7. MONITORING
The following weed and disease monitoring activities will be undertaken at areas directly impacted by
construction and quarrying activities undertaken by TT. These activities will involve:
•
•
•

Monitoring undertaken in house by the HSEQ manager or their qualified delegate
Weed control measures undertaken by a licensed weed contractor at least several times per
year (early spring, late spring, summer, autumn).
Monitoring vegetation condition and collecting soil samples to detect signs of P. cinnamomi
once every annually by Quarry Clean
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8. Appendices
8.1. APPENDIX A: WEED MANAGEMENT PLAN – SITE PLAN
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8.2. APPENDIX B: RECORDED DECLARED AND ENVIRONMENTAL WEED SPECIES
Common Name

Scientific Name

Status*

Municipal
Zone A or B

No weed species present
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8.3. APPENDIX C: GIS TABLE STRUCTURE (NVA COMPATIBLE)
This is the Cradle Coast Authority Natural Resource Management (CCANRM) table structure, which
has been developed from the Natural Values Atlas (NVA) Instructions: How to Enter Observation
document.
Table 4 - CCANRM compatible table structure of capture of data POINTS

Notes
obs_date
Date observed
observer
Who observed
species
Scientific name if possible
d_accuracy
How accurate is the date (day, week, month, year)
p_accuracy
GPS accuracy
obs_state
Observed in field, or mapped on the screen?
i_count
Number of weeds or % coverage
maturity
Seedling, floret, flowering, combination
treatment
Treated, observed, mapped
project
Project, client or company
obs_type
Observed by sight, photo
ActionFollowUp Any follow-up required?
Notes
Table 5 - CCANRM compatible table structure of capture of data POLYLINES

Notes
obs_date
Date observed
observer
Who observed
species
Scientific name if possible
d_accuracy
How accurate is the date (day, week, month, year)
p_accuracy
GPS accuracy
obs_state
Observed in field, or mapped on the screen?
i_count
Number of weeds
maturity
Seedling, floret, flowering, combination
treatment
Treated, observed, mapped
project
Project, client or company
obs_type
Observed by sight, photo
density
% ground cover
ActionFollowUp Any follow-up required?
Notes
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Table 6 - CCANRM compatible table structure of capture of data POLYGONS

Notes
obs_date
Date observed
observer
Who observed
species
Scientific name if possible
d_accuracy
How accurate is the date (day, week, month, year)
p_accuracy
GPS accuracy
obs_state
Observed in field, or mapped on the screen?
maturity
Seedling, floret, flowering, combination
treatment
Treated, observed, mapped
project
Project, client or company
obs_type
Observed by sight, photo
density
% ground cover
ActionFollowUp Any follow-up required?
Notes
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8.4. APPENDIX D: QUARRY CLEAN REPORTS
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Quarry Inspection
Report
Dear Nigel,
The scalping work at Moina was done very well. It was expensive and caused some grief
with MRT. However, there are still some areas of contamination within the active area, and
nothing seems to have been done since the earthworks. You need to capitalise on the work
done and finish the job. This is not a quick fix, but is probably best done with spraying,
rather than any further machinery work, as the design and execution of the previous
earthworks is good. I am happy to inspect this again with you at any time, but I will go
through the issues here from south to north with photos.

Figure 1. Google
earth image showing
the issues at Moina
Quarry.

1. Contaminated bank at the bottom of southern edge

1. Bottom of the southern edge – dead
Hibbertia and Aotus common

2. The bank at the top of the southern edge appears to be clear of P. cinnamomi

3. However, there is a lot of native vegetation
regenerating within the containment line,
both in the south-east corner…

….and across the top of the quarry.

4. The north eastern corner is still showing contamination with P. cinnamomi, both within and
outside the edge drain

4. The northern bank outside the drain, and the area
within the drain above the northeast edge of the
quarry are both contaminated with P. cinnamomi.
5. The surface water
flows into the northen
corner of the quarry and
collects in a defined pool
in the area where some
products are stockpiled.
The presence of rushes
growing in this area
shows that this occurs
regularly.
Surface water should be
diverted to the north.

There is a lot of work to be done here, but most of the actual contamination appears to be
outside of the containment line. So, I would suggest that most of the vegetation removal be
done by spraying the vegetation, with minor earthworks done to divert the northern water
flow out of the quarry area. Remember, any machinery used must be considered
contaminated, so the drainage works should be done before a machine is scheduled to be
moved and it can then be washed down thoroughly at the depot.
Sue Jennings
0429 337 204
sue.jenningstas@gmail.com
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DISCLAIMER
The Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries, Water and Environment, Forestry
Tasmania and the Agricultural Contractors Association of Tasmania have produced
this publication in good faith, as a guide only. It should not be seen as a substitute for;
(i) the user seeking his/her own professional advice; and
(ii) any advice or instruction provided in the constructors’ manuals for any
machinery, vehicles or equipment.
The Tasmanian Department of Primary Industries, Water and Environment, Forestry
Tasmania and the Agricultural Contractors Association of Tasmania accept no liability
(whether for negligence, breach of contract or otherwise) for any damage or loss
whatsoever or howsoever arising from any reliance upon any representation or advice
referred to in this publication.
Accordingly, all use of information, advice or data contained in this publication is at
the user's risk.
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INTRODUCTION
We all have a responsibility not to spread weeds and disease when
visiting or working on private or Crown land. In some cases this may be
a legal requirement specified under provisions of the Plant Quarantine
Act 1997, Animal Health Act 1995 or as detailed in a Weed Management
Plan. In other cases industries may have standard operating procedures
or codes of practice governing washdown requirements for weed and
disease control.
Weed seed, some insects and plant pathogens may travel almost sight
unseen in mud or lodged in nooks and crannies on machinery, vehicles
and other equipment. It is easy to overlook the risk of carrying weeds
and diseases; the consequences however, are not so subtle. Failure to
washdown can result in crop losses or permanent environmental
damage, often incurring substantial cost to the land owner or manager.
For example, crop-destroying diseases such as onion white rot and club
root may be spread in soil adhering to farm machinery, while in the
bush, the introduction of Phytophthora root rot may reduce the
biodiversity of heathlands and potentially lead to the extinction of some
plants.
These guidelines establish a standard for washdown and provide a guide
to prescribing its application where codes of practice or other
environmental management plans are not in place.
Always consult the land owner or manager for any specific washdown
requirements and approval to proceed with any washdown procedures
outlined in these guidelines.
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WHEN TO WASHDOWN
Many industries have, or are developing, standard operating procedures
for vehicle and machinery washdown. Consult your industry code of
practice or environmental management system for determining the
washdown requirements that apply.
Major developments are also subject to environmental management
plans that will specify washdown requirements applying to the project.
For other situations, as a general guide washdown is advisable after:
• operating in an area affected by a weed or disease that is under
containment
• transporting weeds or soil known to be infected with weed seed or a
plant pathogen
or before:
• moving machinery out of a local area of operation
• moving machinery between properties
• moving vehicles or machinery to an island
• using machinery along roadsides or along river banks
• using machinery to transport soil and quarry materials
• using controlled-access vehicle tracks
• visiting remote areas where access is only by boat, helicopter or light
plane
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EQUIPMENT
Personal and small tool wash equipment
Portable wash baths are recommended for use when travelling in
vehicles and helicopters for washing footwear and small tools.
Washbaths can be made from a fish box (or other suitably sized plastic
box) fitted with an open weave plastic doormat, a scrubbing brush, a pair
of safety gloves, glasses, detergent or fungicide, and a container of clean
water. For backpacking, a 2 litre bottle, scrubbing brush, safety gloves
and glasses can be used for small tools and boot washing.
The fungicide Phytophthora Clean ™ should be added to washbaths to
control the spread of Phytophthora cinnamomi if:
• sterilising tools used for P. cinnamomi sampling
• entering or washing down within a Phytophthora cinnamomi
management zone
• entering a population of threatened species that is susceptible to
P. cinnamomi

Portable vehicle wash equipment
Where field wash down is a regular practice facilities should be obtained
and carried for the purpose. Large commercial wash units are available,
though in many instances small self-assembled systems will be
adequate. In industries that use bushfire slip-on units, these are ideal,
allowing more flexible choice of washdown sites. Small fire pumps or
portable high pressure wash units are suitable. A shovel, crow bar and
stiff brush are also required. Farm workshops should also have suitable
wash down equipment. Where a blowdown only is required,
compressors or portable blower vacs may be used along with a small
brush.
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Vehicle wash bays
Purpose built wash bays should be used when ever possible. These
washdown facilities include effective effluent management systems to
protect the environment. Commercial washdown facilities are available
for vehicles and small trucks at most large towns.

Figure 1 Smithton truckwash in action (Photo: Sue Jennings)
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WASHDOWN STANDARDS
General standard
For general cleaning procedures the following standard applies:
• remove only those cover plates etc that can be quickly and easily
removed and replaced
• no clods of dirt or loose soil should be present after washdown.
Smeared soil stains and soil firmly lodged in difficult to access areas
are acceptable
• radiator, grills and the interior of vehicles should be free of
accumulations of seed and other plant material
Note that some machinery, such as harvesting equipment, cannot be
washed with water because of potential damage to sensitive electronic
equipment. Always consult and comply with the manufacturers
recommended cleaning method.
Cleaning and inspection should be undertaken in accordance with the
general washdown procedure (page 8) and machinery checklists (page
9).

Custom standards
Customised washdown standards may be applied under environmental
management plans or job specifications where the control of a serious
weed or pathogen is required. For instance, particular disinfectants may
need to be applied and greater attention to soil accumulations behind
protective plates and covers may be specified. Similarly landholders and
managers may wish to apply specific washdown requirements.
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PROCEDURES
Small tools & portable washbaths
These are used in the management of Phytophthora root-rot in native
vegetation or can be established as temporary washdown points to
contain the spread of soil by foot traffic in other diseased areas.
1. Site the washbath just outside the infected area or at the departure
point for the vehicle or aircraft.
2. Remove all loose mud and dirt from the object to be cleaned.
3. Use the recommended safety equipment if washing with a fungicide
(safety gloves and glasses).
4. Part fill the washbath with clean water, a depth of about 4 cms is
adequate for boot washing. Mix a solution of detergent or fungicide
as required (see page 3).
5. Clean boots, gaiters and equipment with the scrubbing brush.
6. Effluent containing registered products such as fungicides must be
disposed of in accordance with label recommendations.
7. A final rinse or wipe with fungicide or methylated spirits can be used
for sterilisation of scientific equipment.

Selecting a field washdown site.
Field washdown of may be required to contain weeds or plant pathogens
to a particular area or where machinery is moved directly between field
sites. Always consult the landholder. In selecting a washdown site,
consideration should be given to:
• siting the washdown at the edge, or nearby, any areas where weeds or
pathogens need to be contained, choose sites where the land slopes
back into an infested area or an adjacent area not susceptible to the
problem
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• ensuring run-off will not enter any watercourse or waterbody, a buffer
of at least 30m is desirable
• avoiding sensitive vegetation or wildlife habitat eg remnant native
vegetation and threatened species sites
• selecting mud-free sites (e.g. well grassed, gravel, bark or timber
corded) which are gently sloped to drain effluent away from the
washdown area
• allow adequate space to move tracked vehicles
• potential hazards, e.g. powerlines
Note that low loaders are not a suitable platform for washing machinery.
Where there will be large quantities of effluent or there is a risk of
extensive run-off, the washdown area should be bunded and a sump
constructed to safely dispose of the effluent Take particular care where
the effluent is likely to be contaminated with oils.
Mark or record washdown sites with the landowner or manager for
subsequent monitoring and weed control.

Figure 2 Washing down (Photograph: D. Tucker)
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General washdown procedure
Note: Do NOT apply water to harvesters or other equipment that may be
damaged by water.
1.

Locate washdown site and prepare the surface or construct bunding
as required.

2.

Safely park the vehicle free of any hazards (e.g. electrical), ensure
the engine is off and the vehicle is immobilised.

3.

Look over the vehicle, inside and out, for where dirt, plant material
including seeds are lodged. Pay attention to the underside, radiators,
spare tyres, foot wells and bumper bars.

4.

Remove any guards, covers or plates if required being careful of any
parts that may cause injury.

5.

Knock off large clods of mud, use a crow bar if required and sweep
out the cabin.

6.

Use a vacuum or compressed air where available for removing dried
plant material like weed seeds and chaff in radiators and other small
spaces where this material lodges. Brush off dry material if no other
facilities are available.

7.

Clean down with a high pressure hose and stiff brush/crowbar. Use
only freshwater if washing down in the field.

8.

Start with the underside of the vehicle, wheel arches, wheels
(including spare). Next do the sides, radiator, tray, bumper bars etc
and finally upper body. Some vehicles may need to be moved
during washdown eg tracked machinery.

9.

Clean any associated implements, eg buckets.

10. Check there is no loose soil or plant material that could be readily
dislodged or removed.
11. In wash bays, steam treat or rinse off vehicle with clean water.
12. Wash effluent away from vehicle, do not drive through wash
effluent.
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Machinery checklists
Trucks and vehicles
For small vehicles in the field where washdown facilities can not be
provided the minimum requirement is:
all loose and large clods of dirt should be physically knocked off the
vehicle at the desired washdown point before driving back to a
suitable wash facility.
Systematically inspect and clean, including:
Cabin

floor, mats and under seats

Engine

radiators
engine bay and grill

Body

hollow channels
inside bumper bars
crevices and ledges
underside

Wheels

inside and outside
between dual wheels if fitted
spare wheel

Tray

hollow channels
chassis
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Wheeled machinery (skidders, tractors, loaders etc)
Systematically inspect and clean, including:
Cabin

floor and under seats

Engine

grill, radiator, oil cooler etc
around sound deadening panels
engine compartment grill

Body

chassis
axle housing, hollow sections
guards
cab steps
around fuel tank
hollow sections in drawbars and retractable/extendable
type three point linkages
general holes, ledges, gaps and crevices in body
including damaged boots, cover plates where trash may
lodge

Wheels

inside and outside wheels and rims
spaces between dual wheels
chains if fitted

Attached
equipment

buckets/ blades including teeth and adaptor plates

Hydraulic
arms

crevices where trash can lodge
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Bulldozers
Systematically inspect and clean, including:
Cabin

floor and under seats
below transmission coverplates

Engine

radiator, oil cooler etc
airfilters (for seeds)
around engine bay

Tracks

lift inspection/coverplates to gain inside access
idler wheels
track frame

Body Plates knock lose material out from belly plates and rear plates
as far as is feasible without dismantling
Body

fuel cells
battery box

Blade

check all hollow sections
pivot points and adaptors at rear of blade where soil can
compact

Tines

crevices where trash can lodge

Ripper

ripper frame support which is usually hollow
compacted soil underneath ripper points
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Excavators
Systematically inspect and clean, including:
Cabin

floor and under seats

Engine

grill, radiator, oil cooler etc
around engine bay

Tracks

idler wheels
track frame
tracks
removable track adjustor guards and lubrication points

Body Plates glacier plate near radiator
Body

ledges and channels

Blade

check all hollow sections
between teeth of adaptors
wear plates

Booms

crevices

Turret pivot under and around mechanism
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Ground engaging equipment
Ploughs tillage equipment, discs, drills, seeders, posthole diggers,
planting and harvesting equipment.
Always consult the landowner or manager on requirements and
suitable clean down site.
Remove the bulk of the soil by knocking off and scrapping as far as
practical. Depending on the type of contamination, wet or dry, use water
or an air compressor.
Systematically inspect and clean, including:
Frame

hollow channels
chassis crevices and ledges
bearing housings

Wheels/

inside and outside

tyres

lifting mechanism
axles

Mechanism

holding bins
discs, tines, cutters and shears
behind safety guards
conveyors
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Fodder and grain production equipment.
(Rakes, headers, windrowers, conditioners, tedders, bailers etc)
Always consult the landowner or manager on requirements and
suitable clean down site. Clean down may be required to control
variety contamination in addition to weed and disease control. For
certified crops clean down prior to leaving each crop and discharge
headers 50m into next crop in accordance with the certification
guidelines (see Agricultural Contractors of Tasmania Handbook) or the
instructions of a Seed Certification Inspector.
Use only compressed air or a large vacuum cleaner. Cleaning with high
pressure water could seriously damage harvesting equipment.
1. Blow down the outside of the machine first.
2. Remove or open easily accessed shields and covers and
systematically inspect then clean.
3. For harvesters, increase the wind and run the machine at high speed.
4. Complete with a final blow down of the outside after closing covers.
Pay particular attention to:
Body and frame

Hollow channels, ledges and crevices

Cabin

in and under the cabin

Engine

radiator and grill
around engine bay

Stone trap

if fitted

Mechanisms

elevators, slides, augers, drum and concaves
gearboxes, pulleys

Headers

straw spreader or choppers
grain bin, trays
fan housing, sieves and screens

Bailers

pickup and around bale chamber and knotters area

Note: For certified crops, headers must be comprehensively cleaned
which will take ½ to 1 day.
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Slashers and mowers.
Slashers are major contributors to roadside weed spread through carriage
of seed. Cleaning may be required after passing through significant
weed infestations or prior to slashing weed free areas.
When used in dry conditions they are best cleaned by blowing down. An
on-board or portable compressor can be used and a stiff broom or shovel
may be helpful.
1. Disengage power take off or other cutter power system.
2. Inspect and clean, paying particular attention to:
Linkages

all places seeds may lodge

Body

underside including any sills
safety chain
cutters
topside including any sills

Wheels

inside and outside

Tractor

inspect and blow down or sweep out as per washdown
checklist
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Water disinfection for Phytophthora root rot management
Where water is transported into Phytophthora management zones or
other areas of native vegetation sensitive to Phytophthora root-rot the
water should be disinfected to prevent the introduction of Phytophthora
root-rot. This situation will normally only occur during fire fighting
operations where water is drawn from a different catchment.
Disinfection of water is most easily undertaken using granulated pool
chlorine products. Handle in accordance with the manufacturer’s safety
instructions and mix at a rate of:
6ml (0.05% NaOCl) per 10L water
The mixed solution should be allowed to stand a few minutes for
disinfection to be completed. Fire fighting need not be delayed as there
will be adequate time for disinfection on route to the fire. As chlorine is
corrosive, equipment should be adequately rinsed with fresh water
following use.
Note: Fire fighting foams or detergents will neutralise chlorine
treatments. This will not be a problem provided that tanks do not
become contaminated with foam or detergent is not added to the tanks to
make “wet water”. Sterilisation will occur in the tank prior to foam
induction.
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APPENDIX 1: CLEANING AGENTS AND
DISINFECTANTS
Truck cleaning agents
These may be used to improve soil removal and to degrease. They are
best limited to use in washdown stations where effluent disposal systems
are in place to limit grease and detergent contamination. A number of
products are on the market, including products specifically designed for
fungal control.
Specific cleaning agents for Phytophthora root rot.
Phytophthora clean™

Phytophthora clean™ is registered for the sterilisation of equipment and
machinery in Tasmania for the control of Phytophthora cinnamomi. It is
used at a rate of 200ml per 10L of water for washing surfaces cleaned of
mud, and at a rate of 1000ml per 10L water in washbaths. Solution
should remain in contact with surfaces for at least 30 seconds before
rinsing. It is available in 20L or 200L drums and is manufactured by SDI
Group,
Dandenong
South
(Ph:
03
9768
3368,
web:
www.sdiinternational.com.au). Use only in accordance with the label
directions and when prescribed in the job specifications for the control
of Phytophthora root rot.
Sodium Hypochlorite

Sodium hypochlorite is recommended for sterilising water in firefighting units. However it needs to be used carefully. Once mixed the
compound is not stable and quickly degrades, particularly in water with
a high organic content. It also corrodes metal. 2 mg/l chlorine is required
to kill zoospores in water with a 1 minute exposure time.
Pure alcohol and methylated spirits

These may be used for surface sterilisation of equipment once dirt has
been washed off. Its application is limited to small implements and items
used in disease survey work such as sampling for Phytophthora root-rot.
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Water Sampling

Moina / Carol Steyn / 25 Sep 2018
Status

Complete
Conducted on

25th Sep, 2018 13:15 PM AEST
Quarry Name

Moina
Lease ID

No response
Prepared by

Carol Steyn
Location

(-41.49224493656446, 146.092047393458)
Site

TT Moina

66.67%
Audit score

1

Audit

66.67% 2/3

Site Information
Sampler

Carol Steyn
Date and Time

25th Sep, 2018 13:15 PM AEST
Site Name

MQ1
Permitted Sampling
No

Notes

Investigative

Address

(-41.49225859906663, 146.0920623970647)

Photos of the site

Climatic Conditions
Weather conditions

Sunny
Water Conditions

Clear
Discharging?

Yes

Sampling Information
2


Instrument Calibrated
pH

4.11
EC

34.9
Temp

13.5


Grab sample taken?
Further comments about sampling

No response

3

3 Photos

Photo 1

Photo 2

Photo 3
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Latrobe Planning <planning@latrobe.tas.gov.au>
Thursday, July 26, 2018 5:20 PM
RE: Treloar Transport - Notice of Intent - Moina Quarry
26 Rural Resource zone 14-10-2016.pdf; KENTISH PLANNING APPLICATION FORM
2017.pdf

Hi Carol,
I refer to your email below and our conversation today regarding the planning requirements for
intensification of your quarry at Moina. I understand you have already contacted the
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) regarding expansion of the existing quarry and have
commenced the statutory assessment process by submitting your Notice of Intent with the EPA.
As discussed, the EPA will decide whether an Environmental Effects Report (EER) or a
Development Proposal and Environmental Management Plan (DPEMP) is to be prepared to
support you application. Once the EPA are happy with the EER/DPEMP you will then be in a
position to lodge an application with Council for a permit under the Land Use Planning and
Approvals Act 1993.
The subject property is located in the Rural Resource zone under the Kentish Interim Planning
Scheme 2013 (copy of zone provisions attached). The proposed use on the title is categorised as
Extractive Industry which has discretionary status in the Rural Resource zone if a Level 2
activity. Your application will need to address Performance Criteria P1 for Clause 26.3.1 and also
give regard to the requirements of Clause 26.4.1 and, should any new buildings be
proposed, Clause 26.4.2.
I have attached a Council planning application form to this email which will require submission to
Kentish Council along with the information required by the EPA and information addressing the
planning scheme requirements as outlined above. Being a Level 2 activity under EMPCA, upon
receipt of all the required information Council is required to refer it back to the EPA Board for
assessment. The Board will then assess the application and may request additional
information. Once the EPA is satisfied that all the required information is received they will direct
Council advertise the application.
It appears that the current mining lease (45M/1982) is located on Crown Land. In this regard, any
application will need to include written consent from Crown Lands to the lodgement of the
application.
Regarding the application fee, expansion to an existing commercial/industrial use (less than
$50,000 cost) attracts a fee of $500 plus $315 public notification fee.
Should you have any further queries, please contact me as per the details below.
Regards,
Statutory Planning Officer | Kentish Council
63 High Street Sheffield 7306 | PO Box 63 Sheffield 7306
Ph: 6491 0200 | Fax: 6491 1659|
www.kentish.tas.gov.au| https://www.facebook.com/kentishcouncil

 Please consider the environment before printing
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Dolcoath Rd Quarry Expansion

Traffic Impact Assessment

PREPARED BY CHRIS MARTIN MIEAust, NPER3.
Senior Civil Engineer
CSE Tasmania Pty Ltd
Tasmanian Building Act Accreditation Number: CC4109 V.

DATE 25/10/18
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1 Introduction & Background
The following report contains the Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) for the
expansion of Treloar Transport’s quarry, located off Dolcoath Road, Moina.
The quarry is currently licenced to extract 7000m3 and the application seeks
to expand operation to 20,000 m3/annum.

Intersection
Locations

Fig 1 Excerpt from Google Earth showing location of intersection.
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1.1 Statement of Qualifications and Experience
This TIA has been prepared by an experienced and qualified Civil Engineer
with significant experience in Traffic Impact Assessments and Road Safety
Audits in accordance with the requirements of Council’s Planning Scheme and
The Department of State Growth’s, A Framework for Undertaking Traffic
Impact Assessments, September 2007.
This TIA was prepared by Chris Martin. Chris’s experience and qualifications
are briefly outlined as follows:
• Bachelor of Civil Engineering with Honours, University of Tasmania
1992
• 24 years professional experience as a Civil Engineer in infrastructure
design
• Master of Business Administration (Technology Management) Latrobe
University 2007
• Career experience includes design of many subdivisions, 2.5 years
Council Engineer, 14 years in civil and structural consulting and 6 years
in major infrastructure engineering positions.

1.2 Project Scope
The project scope of this TIA is:• Review the existing road environment in the vicinity of the site and the
traffic conditions on the road network.
• Provision of information on the proposed development and its expected
traffic movements and activity.
• Identification of the traffic generation potential and review of the impact
of the increase in traffic on the road network capacity.
• Traffic implications of the proposal with respect to the external road
network in terms of traffic efficiency and road safety.

Treloar Transport
Dolcoath Rd/Cradle Mountain Rd Intersection TIA
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2 Assessment Criteria
Assessment of the access involves review of the intersection location, traffic
accident history and traffic figures against the Austroads publication
AGRD04A/17 Guide to Road Design Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised
Intersections. The guide sets out relevant standards with respect to sight
distance, access geometry and auxiliary lane requirements for various design
speeds.
It is noted that this document is a guide and that its purpose is to set out best
practice requirements.
The applicable sight distance requirements are specified below:
Safe Intersection Sight Distance (SISD)
SISD is the minimum distance which should be provided on the major road at
any intersection. It provides sufficient distance for a driver of a vehicle on the
major road to observe a vehicle on a minor road approach moving into a
collision (e.g. in the worst case, stalling across the traffic lanes) and to
decelerate to a stop before reaching the collision point. SISD should also be
provided for vehicles undertaking a crossing or right turn movement from a
position in the centre of the road.
Table 3.2 requires that Safe Intersection Sight Distances (SISD) of 114, 141,
170 and 201m be provided for design speeds (Design Speed is the speed at
which 15% of vehicles will be faster) of 60, 70, 80 and 90 km/hr, a reaction
time of 1.5s and an eye height of 1.1m to the top of a car at 1.25m. A reaction
time of 1.5 seconds is permitted in this instance as the road is rural and the
alignment contains many horizontal curves and warnings of concealed
entrances. For trucks the eye level is increased to 2.4m.

If there are mitigating circumstances the SISD distance requirement at
intersections can be reduced to Safe Stopping Distance – SSD.

Treloar Transport
Dolcoath Rd/Cradle Mountain Rd Intersection TIA
CSE Tasmania Pty Ltd
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Safe Stopping Distance (SSD)
SSD is the minimum sight distance which should be achieved on the major
road approaches to an intersection or within an intersection. The Guide to
Road Design Part 3: Geometric Design section 5.3 discusses the use of
Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) as the distance to enable a normally alert
driver, travelling at the design speed on wet pavement, to perceive, react and
brake to a stop before reaching a hazard on the road ahead. The provision of
SSD is a mandatory design condition for all roads and intersections in the
normal design domain. SSD is measured from nominal driver eye height of
1.1m (for a passenger car) or 2.4m (for a truck) to a vehicle at 1.25m height.
As an adjunct to SSD the Guide nominates Approach Sight Distance (ASD) as
a distance from driver eye height to line marking on the pavement for
intersections. ASD is numerically equivalent to SSD.
The Guide therefore nominates SSD for design speeds of 60, 70, 80 and
90km/hr a coefficient of deceleration of 0.36 and a reaction time of 2s as 73,
92, 114 and 139m.
The angle of access for the minor road approach to the major road should be
90° horizontally (down to a minimum of 70°) and at a vertical grade of
between 0.5 to 3% for a distance of 10 m from the edge line.
Extended Design Domain (EDD)
For assessment of existing intersections in constrained situations
AGRD04A/17 allows use of less conservative sight distances. This is
appropriate for this particular situation.
Table A9 provides the EDD SISD for a reaction time of 2seconds as 89m.
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3 Existing Condition Site Investigation/Survey
The site inspection was performed by Chris Martin from CSE Tasmania Pty
Ltd on the 9th of October 2018.
Photographs of the intersection are presented in Appendix 1.
Cradle Mountain Road is an arterial road controlled by the Department of
State Growth.
Dolcoath Road is a minor road controlled by Kentish Council with the primary
purpose beyond the quarry turn off of providing access to the Lemonthyme
Lodge accommodation.

3.1 Road Safety Performance
Crash data provides valuable information on road safety performance.
Existing road safety deficiencies can be highlighted through the examination
of crash data, which can assist in determining whether traffic generation from
the proposed development may exacerbate any identified issues.
The Department of State Growth DSG accident database collects all accident
data in the state from 2003.
No incidents have been recorded near the Dolcoath Road junction while
numerous incidents marked with green dots below have occurred on the
Cradle Mountain Road.
The accident history does not highlight safety issues that could be affected by
the proposed development.

Dolcoath Road
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3.2 Sight Distances Cradle Mountain Road
During the site inspection sight distances were measured for eye height of
1.1m to 2.4m at:North of the Dolcoath Road Intersection
67m Sight line to intersection
94m Expected sight line with limited vegetation clearing
148m Sight line to road provided again – Trucks could watch this zone to
determine if a car was heading in their direction from the blind section of the
bend.
South of the Dolcoath Road Intersection
86m Sight line to intersection assuming minor vegetation clearing.

3.3 Sight Distances Dolcoath Road – 30km/hr limit
East of the Access
66m Sight line to quarry access some tree clearing would improve this to
90m.
West of the Driveway
87m Sight line to quarry access
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3.4 Intersection and Roads Geometry
The Dolcoath Road intersection with Cradle Mountain Road occurs at close to
90 degrees which satisfies recommended design geometry requirements.
The intersection has adequate sealed width for the truck and trailer use
proposed by the proponent.
The curve on Cradle Mountain Road on which the intersection is situated is
nominally 120m radius with a gentle slope of 1 in 16 down to the north.
Cradle Mountain Road is sealed to 6.7m width and has a nominal gravel
verge of 500mm in some areas.
Dolcoath Road is only a single lane width between 3.1 and 3.7m wide for
much of the length between the intersection and the turn off into the quarry.
The subgrade is a similar gravel to that being mined at the quarry.

3.5 Speed Environments
Cradle Mountain Road winds through a series of bends on both sides of the
intersection.
The estimated design speed of vehicles approaching the intersection from the
north or south is 60km/hr.
Driving at speeds above this would be
uncomfortable and irresponsible on the sharp curves.
Advance warning of the intersection is provided at approx. 300m either side of
the intersection.
The speed limit posted at the start of Dolcoath Road by Kentish Council is
30km/hr.

3.6 Cradle Mountain Road Traffic Volumes
Figures for the end of March 2017 are supplied in Appendix 2 from DSG
monitoring 80m south of the Learys Corner Cradle Mountain Drive.
These figures show that:a total of 3431 vehicles passed the site during the 1 week period giving an
estimate of the AADT of 490 vehicles.
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Lane 1 Southbound morning peak is 48 vehicles (average over 5 days)
between 10 and 11am and afternoon peak is 12pm to 1pm with average over
5 days of 42 vehicles in the peak hour.
Lane 2 Northbound morning peak is 43.4 vehicles (average over 5 days)
between 9 and 10am and afternoon peak is 2pm to 3pm with average over 5
days of 47.8 vehicles in the peak hour.
Average of the 4 readings for simplicity is 45. This is the assumed peak hour
lane traffic.
DSG provide a growth line and calculation showing 4% annual average
growth for traffic to Cradle Mountain since 1992.

Based on these figures the 10 year projected traffic will be 48% higher than
current figures giving peak hour lane traffic of 67 vehicles each way approx.
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3.7 Traffic Generation
The operating hours of the quarry are from 0700 – 1700hrs Monday to Friday
and 0800 – 1500hrs on Saturdays.
The quarry expansion will result in an increased number of class 4 (i.e. 10m3,
three axle trucks) and class 9 (i.e. 10m3, three axle trucks with an additional
10m3 trailer) utilizing Dolcoath Road and the intersection with Cradle Mountain
Road.
The proposal will see the existing production rates of 7,000m3 per annum
increased to 20,000m3 per annum, thus resulting in up to 2,000 class 4
vehicles, or 1000 class 9 vehicles leaving the quarry per annum.
It is expected that predominant use of truck and trailer combinations will see
approx. 1000 trucks enter and leave the site each year.
The Notice of Intent outlines that the product will be shifted from the site in
campaigns with the heaviest loading typically about 20 truck and trailer loads
are removed in a day. The expected tonnage equates to 50 days at 20 trucks
per day. Several campaigns of several weeks are expected to shift this
tonnage to the larger roadworks contracts.
Assuming say a 6 hour loading period this equates to 3 or 4 trucks an hour.
In reality the peak day usage of 20 truck loads a day will not change from the
7000 to 20000m3 annual increase – only the number of days of the campaigns
will increase.
The predominant direction of truck movements will be to the south of the
quarry to Cradle Mountain Road and the West Coast. The nature of the sales
will mean that the trucks either head north or south, so the peak hour
movements will be 4 in either direction.
Assuming say 2 additional vehicles for the Lemonthyme Lodge on Dolcoath
Road the analysis can be conducted.
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4 Impact on the Road Network
4.1 Dolcoath Road
The narrow single lane nature of Dolcoath Road and the increase in truck
usage will mean that the frequency that a truck meets an oncoming vehicle
will grow. There are a few areas on the road where oncoming vehicles will not
see each other before they both pass adequate passing facilities.
The distance from the intersection to the turnoff to the quarry is only 320m. A
berm of gravel exists on the lower side of the road. This could be cleared off
to give a widened road or more frequent passing points.

4.2 The Intersection
The Queensland Department of Main Roads has produced a document which
provides guidance on the recommended traffic volumes for different traffic
volumes and speeds titled Road Planning and Design Manual – Edition 2
Volume 3, Transport and Main Roads, Aug 2014. This guide takes into
account less busy and slower roads than the Austroads Guide to Intersections
at Grade which often required right turning lane facilities. The warrant sets
limits for the use of the simple right or simple left turn which is present on the
current site. It is only relevant for turning traffic from the main road.
From the analysis above the through traffic is 134 vehicles in the peak hour in
both directions and turning volume could be 6 in the peak hour in any direction
without taking into account the Lemonthyme Lodge traffic.
The appropriate table for the 60km/hr design speed is provided below.
Qm is the traffic in both directions – presently 90 vehicles/hr and in 10 years
time the projected traffic is 134 vehicles.
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The warrant demonstrates that the current configuration is deficient against
the recognized Queensland standard both now and in 10 years time. Based
on the Warrant a BAL and CHR turn are required.

Due to the terrain the CHR will be a costly addition to the network and is a
requirement now for the current utilization of the intersection based on the
warrants. Zero accidents recorded at this intersection demonstrate that it is
presently not causing accidents.
An option is to limit movements to the quarry to hours outside the nominated
peak traffic periods. Assuming 70 vehicles per hour both directions this would
limit gravel carting traffic to 3pm to 8am at the current time without allowing for
growth on the main road.
A gap acceptance model is not required to demonstrate that the trucks will
find adequate gaps to turn onto the major road due to the relatively low
volume of traffic on Cradle Mountain Road.
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5 Discussion
The increase in production from the quarry will result in short periods of higher
numbers of class 4 and class 9 vehicles using the quarry. The advice from
Treloars is that the number of days that the quarry is used will increase to
about 50 assuming that 20 truck and trailer loads are taken from the quarry on
a daily basis. This is the rate of use that the intersection presently sees on
less days – approximately 18days.
The required safe intersection sight distance in the Extended Design Domain
SISD EDD (89m) and safe stopping distances SSD are summarized below:Grade corrections are applied to the Stopping Sight Distance for an 6%
constant grade down to the north. Refer table A7 Austroads Guide to Road
Design Part 4A shows that there is and 11m shortening of the SISD for south
bound traffic and a 13m increase for north bound traffic.
North of Dolcoath Road
Sight line available
94m

Design Speed
60km/hr

SSD SISD EDD
70m 78m

South of Dolcoath Road
Sight line available
86m

Design Speed
60km/hr

SSD SISD EDD
85m 105m

The intersection complies with SSD requirements which are generally relevant
for property accesses but not public intersections. Works are required to
rectify sight lines by excavating into the hillside for the Southern Approach.
The approximate extent of sight lines drawn onto the aerial image are shown
below.
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105m sight line

The code allows for signage to be increased to alert drivers of substandard
conditions.
The warrants for the turning maneuver make no allowance for reduced days
of operation or the alertness of drivers in this hilly country.
Given the increase in tonnage results in an increase of the campaign cartage
use (assuming 20 truck and trailer loads a day) from 18 days to 50 days.
This is not a 260 days a year operation.
The use is also entirely dependent on the market requirement for gravel with
20,000m3 a year being the maximum amount that will be hauled out – it will, in
some years, be much closer than the current permitted 7,000m3.
With the expansions planned for Cradle Mountain this is the nearest supply
point.
While the channelized right short and basic left turn facilities are warranted in
this situation I question the need for the upgrade being triggered by, and the
cost burden of the installation landing with Treloar Transport given the
possible maximum 50 days of cartage during which they will use the
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intersection. This intersection is already deficient for its present usage
volumes without taking into account the increase in traffic anticipated at
Cradle Mountain which will see a 48% increase based on historic data or a
much larger figure if the increase funding to Cradle Mountain drives growth in
the way it is expected to.
Due to the winding nature of the road any cars travelling south approaching a
north bound turning truck (either into or out of Dolcoath road) will have
adequate time for observing the maneuver and stopping.
The maneuver presenting some risk is the north bound truck turning right from
Cradle Mountain Road into Dolcoath Road with a vehicle approaching from
the south finding a stationary truck propped to do the right turn. A right turn
lane protects vehicles in this instance by providing room for an offside pass.
In this instance the sight clearing required for 105m SISD EDD will provide
visibility to a propped truck of 98m which complies with Safe Stopping
Distance on the down grade at 60km/hr.

If Treloar Transport undertake earthworks to cut the sight lines this will
significantly improve the safety of the current intersection given the low speed
environment.
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6 Recommendation
The following works are recommended and triggered by the application to
increase cartage from the Dolcoath Road gravel quarry:•
•

Widen Dolcoath Road to the quarry turnoff – some 220m so that it
meets usual 2 lane 2 way standards. A 6m gravel road including
shoulders is suggested.
Upgrade sight lines to the SISD EDD requirements for the intersection
– undertake significant clearing on the southern approach to achieve
105m sight line.

These outcomes have been discussed with Garry Hills at DSG and
Jonathan Magor at Kentish Council. Both indicated acceptance of the
intent of the recommendations listed above.
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Appendix 1
Photographs of the Access
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Photo 1 – View north to intersection

Photo 2 – View North to Intersection
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Photo 3 – View North to Intersection

Photo 4 – View south to intersection
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Photo 5 – View south to intersection

Photo 6 – View south to intersection
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Photo 7 – Start of Dolcoath Road .

Photo 8 – The Quarry
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Photo 9 – View west of the quarry access

Photo 10 – View east of the quarry access
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Photo 11 – View west towards quarry access.

Photo 6 – View east towards quarry access.
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Appendix 2
DSG Supplied Traffic Count
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Hi Chris
Here is the data for Cradle Mountain Tourist Road in the vicinity of Dulcoath Road.
The site below A2577135 represents the typical traffic flow (UTS) between Link 41
chainage 0.00 to Link 87 chainage 11.53, that being a total length of 11.53
Kilometres. The Annual Average Daily Traffic is 753 vehicle per day with a 40.6
%CV last counted in 2017 and the Compound Annual Growth is 4.0%.
Link Maps supplied to inform you of the length of the Uniform Traffic Segment.
Below are the following reports, Virtual Week for the site number above, Lane 1
Southbound and Lane 2 Northbound. The data is in an hourly format with AM and
PM peaks. The Class Speed Matrix reports contains the breakdown of different truck
categories based on the Austroads94 classification scheme.
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Class speed matrix in a combined direction northbound and southbound.
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* UTS = Uniform Traffic Segment, a section of State Growth managed road as defined by the Traffic
Information Section to allow reporting of traffic by segment i.e. a section of road over which the
traffic volume is reasonably constant.
(AUSTROADS 1994 Classification Scheme)
AADT = Annual Average Daily Traffic i.e. the number of vehicles (including trucks) summed over all
the available lanes in both directions at the specified site, averaged over all days of the year.
The AADT is approximate only. It has been estimated by seasonally adjusting a sample traffic count
taken over only seven consecutive days in the specified year. Consequently, any of these approximate
AADT's which are shown for the current year may change slightly when that full year's data is
available for the purpose of seasonal adjustment, or if another sample count is undertaken later in the
same year.
*The % Trucks has (have) not been seasonally adjusted.
“Important disclaimer and agreed terms of use”
“Information” includes all the material provided to you at your request in whatever format and
including reports, data, plans and maps. In requesting the information, you have accepted all risk in
relation to your use of that information and in particular, accept the information is provided subject
to the following terms and conditions:
1.
You acknowledge the nature and extent of risk that might arise out of your use of the
information and accept and agree to use the information entirely at your own risk.
2.
The information does not constitute the rendering of legal, professional or other advice or
services by the Crown or any of its employees or agents.
3.
Provision of the information is not a substitute for seeking appropriate professional advice
with respect to the information or its use.
4.
The information may not be accurate or complete.
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5.
The information may be out of date.
6.
Your obligation to comply with any legislation or standards is not affected or limited by
reliance upon the information.
7.
The Crown does not give any warranty about the accuracy, completeness or relevance to
the user’s purpose of the contents of the information.
8.
The Crown does not accept any liability to any person howsoever arising (including,
without limitation, liability for negligence) for any loss in connection with or arising out of any use of
or reliance upon the information.

Kind regards
Janina
Janina Murrell | Traffic Statistics Analyst | SS Administrator
Data and Analysis | Network Management Branch | State Roads| Department of State
Growth
Level 3 | Salamanca Building | 4 Salamanca Place TAS 7000 | GPO Box 536, Hobart TAS
7000
janina.murrell@stategrowth.tas.gov.au
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Rainfall IFD Data System: Water Information: Bureau of Meteorology
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http://www.bom.gov.au/water/designRainfalls/revised-ifd/?coordinate_...

Location
Label:

Moina

Latitude: -41.493373 [Nearest grid cell: 41.4875 (S)]
Longitude:146.091477 [Nearest grid cell: 146.0875 (E)]

IFD Design Rainfall Intensity (mm/h)

Issued: 02 October 2018

Rainfall intensity for Durations, Exceedance per Year (EY), and Annual Exceedance Probabilities (AEP).
FAQ for New ARR probability terminology
Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP)
Duration

63.2%

50%#

20%*

10%

5%

2%

1%

1 min

86.2

96.8

132

158

186

225

257

2 min

76.7

85.7

115

136

157

182

201

3 min

67.6

75.7

102

121

139

163

182

4 min

60.5

67.8

91.8

109

127

150

168

5 min

55.0

61.6

83.8

99.8

116

139

157

10 min

39.0

43.9

60.3

72.5

85.3

104

120

15 min

31.4

35.3

48.6

58.5

69.0

84.5

97.5

30 min

21.6

24.3

33.2

39.8

46.7

56.5

64.7

1 hour

15.2

16.9

22.8

26.9

31.2

36.9

41.5

2 hour

10.9

12.1

15.9

18.5

21.1

24.3

26.8

3 hour

9.03

10.0

13.0

15.0

16.9

19.3

21.1

6 hour

6.55

7.23

9.26

10.6

11.8

13.4

14.5

12 hour

4.62

5.08

6.46

7.34

8.17

9.37

10.3

24 hour

3.08

3.38

4.31

4.93

5.54

6.48

7.25

48 hour

1.93

2.12

2.71

3.14

3.57

4.25

4.83

72 hour

1.45

1.58

2.03

2.35

2.69

3.21

3.65

96 hour

1.18

1.29

1.65

1.91

2.18

2.59

2.93

120 hour

1.02

1.11

1.41

1.63

1.85

2.17

2.44

144 hour

0.914

0.994

1.25

1.43

1.61

1.88

2.09

168 hour

0.840

0.913

1.14

1.29

1.44

1.65

1.82

Note:
# The 50% AEP IFD does not correspond to the 2 year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) IFD.
Rather it corresponds to the 1.44 ARI.
* The 20% AEP IFD does not correspond to the 5 year Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) IFD.
Rather it corresponds to the 4.48 ARI.
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